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Di . di ti ssldent trtt-ekers deman ng protec on  
• naslstance to local law en- limit and etandent weight 'similar reward after a country,s +lO0,O00 in- i~ueidng Aasnelatlan, said i~lpmeatswerostalledinthe armed guards on Irtick 
foreement ngencl¢s to curb and load regulations, which Gonrgin truck driver's wife dependent' owner-opersltora, some member firms were Midwest, and fuel terminals caravans, " 
WASHINGTON (AP) --  
The American Trucking 
: Association, •repre~mting 
600,000 trucks,  appealed 
Wednesday to President 
Carter for protection after 
an Alabama truck driver 
was shot to death. 
P res ident ia l  press  
secretary Jody Powell said 
tho Justice 'department 
already has' offered 
increasing violence in the are left up to the individual was shot last week; called for a nationwide 
"nationwide truckers pretest., states. • Two drivers were injured shutdown June 11 to protest 
Powell said Carter is .Alabama state troopers by gunshots and rocks in the price of diesel fuel, in. 
considering increasing said Robert 'Pate bled to Tennessee, three trucks consistent load limits, and 
diesel fuel available to death after belag shot in the 
truckers and would an- legwhlle standing beside his 
noUnce adecision before Sat- disabled rig. 
urday. • 
But he said Carter is not Alabama' Gov. Fob James 
likely to support truckers" posted a $10,000 reward in 
demands for a higher speed the slaying. He posted a 
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Wereshot up in Illinois, two the 55 m.p.h..speed limit. 
each in Utah and Kentucky But a spokesman said it 
and one in Pennsylvania. does net direct he blockades 
• Tl~o Independent Truckers and deplores violence. 
Assoc ia t ion ,  which• Bennett Whitleck, 
representsabout30,000ofthe president of the American 
+h 
20c  
operating at 50 to 75 per cent 
of their capacity because of 
• the threat of vlele~ce. 
While 200 National 
Guardsmen armed with 
automatic weapons were 
deployed to move blockaded 
tankers in. Minnesota, fruit, 
• and vegetables were spoiling 
in fields in the south, meat 
Thursday, June Zl, IF/8 
remained  sea led  o f f  in  
several states. 
A plan calling for a convoy 
nf 100 trucks to haul produce 
out of Florida under police 
escort failed Wednesday 
when only one truck showed 
up. 
U.S. meat packers have 
asked Car ter  to provide 
The Indepmdeot T ru~ 
Unity Committee, a coail[im 
of small truckdr 
organizations In.the Fast, 
called for a shutdown st, 
midnight  Wednesday.  
Spokesman Will[am H i l l  
estimated that 40 per ceat 
U.S. truckers already were 
idle, 
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OTTAWA (CP) ' It will ':~ i.li:./i. • 
cost more to drive your carin. . . . . . . .  ~ i 1 or heat your home this 
winter, because of the 
gbvernment decklon ~o go ,. 
ahead with a $1-a-barrol 
crease in the price of II~..+. , 
domestic oil July 1. 
Energy :Minister Ray 
Hnaty~byn made the an- 
nouncement Wednesday 
following aone-hour meeting 
w i thA lber ta  Energy 
Minister Mary Leltch. " I~  , 
Hnatyshyn announced an ~m~ ~'-:~.: 
eatemion  e f  sbx months  o l  ~ .  : ............. 
the existing natural gas , . . - - - - "~""  
expire prtcingAug.agreement,1. The x ension'due to i +~+~.  
will .include the price in- .~ .,.,+.: ..... / /  crease which in turn will . ~  rolae natural gas prices by I~ l centaa,t!mu~aed cubic feet. Dm/tett l~af l  Vrtcas will:. 
: .3+!  
at the wcllliond; naim~al gas ~ i ! ~ i  i ~ i ~  
thoummd cub lc  feet  Aug. [as ~ ~ ] " I ~ !  
priced to . .  Torero 
The decision means 'con. : Photo by Greg.Mlddlefon 
amen wm ~y an ex .  C laudet te  Sandeck i  speaks  her  p iece  page  3 .  
three to five cents a gallon . . 
for gasoline and home • • , ' 
heating oli beginning in '4~4~.~-i~4t~(-j lr  i  lqNt r. + 
September when exlatiNt oil . " "~"~'~' - "~"~ a .~L. ,z ,~ vx~ v-~, .. - 
'+"" + hav ing  co f fee  TKey  were  Hnatyshyn refused to say : 
whether a second $1-a.harrel . " 
PASSENGERS FREE 
A.irplane 
h l ]aeked  
NEW YORK (kP) --  A United States.'No ne was UnitedStstes.Noonewasin- 
Boeing 727 commandeered 
by a convicted bomber who 
the FBI said was carrying 
dynamite returned here 
Thursday almost 14 hours 
after it was hijacked on a 
flight to Chicago, the Port 
Authority of New York maid. 
Aboard the plane were the 
flight's original .three-man 
crew, the hijacker and his 
lawyer, the authority said. 
The plane touched own at 
John F. Kennedy In- 
ternational Airport at 1:30 
a.m. EDT and went to an 
undisclosed area, airport 
officials aid. 
The American Airlines jet, 
hijacked Wednesday af- 
injured in the bombing. 
Aboard the flight to New 
York were the plane's 
original pilot, Captain A.M. 
Mitchell, his co-pilot and 
engineer, Kavaja, and 
Deyan Brashich, who was 
identified by airline spokes- 
mah Mary Rose Noel as Ka- 
vaJa's NOW York lawyer. It 
was believed Brashtch 
boarded the  plane late 
Wednesday in Chicago. 
Mitchell had originally re- 
fused to take the hijacker 
anywhere. 
The passengers had been 
taken to a debriefing area at 
the terminal after their 
release at late afternoon. 
I , 
I 
t 
jured in the bombing. 
Sullivan said KavaJa+ 
wanted the releaso of 
" Stojllko KaJevlc, 46, a Ser- 
bian Orthodox priest who 
was previously sentenced in 
the same bombinft Two 
other persona lso were con- 
victed. 
KaJevlc is belng h i l l  In a 
jail in downtown Chicago . 
and was moved away from 
other prisoners after the 
hi~,~.'o~t~-- hours after the 
passengers were released, 
there was confusion over 
whether there was only one 
hijacker or if he  had an 
accomplice. Mandich said 
terenon with 1~ persons Four.  female flight at- the hijacker had mlgloaIIy 
aboard ,  retur.ne~: •from., tandants, and a male at: claimed to have an ac, 
:"Chicago severnl ho(u.s af ter ,  tendant also' were. releas~.;~ cempfice and .the~ F i l l .  bad : 
remaseu : unnai'meu/ The Manmcli , tame plidie wals 'evsncn~t#"~.(+ ~ . ~ :  + 
hijacker had unsuccessfully returning to Now York City Abont 35 relatives and ,. 
deinanded freedom for a and would land at John F. friends of passengon 
jailed Serbian nationalist Kennedy Airport. gathered at the airport to ' 
comrade and safe passage to Mrs.+ Noel had said earlier 
that the hijacker wanted to 
go to Peru. The vice-consul 
of the Peruvian consulate in 
Chicago, Jullo Vega, went o 
the airport but no. in- 
formation was released on 
his activities. 
U.S. Attorney Thomas 
Sullivan in Chicago iden- 
tiffed the hijacker as Hikola 
KavaJa, 45. Kavaja has been 
Peril. 
FBI .Special "Agent John 
Otto said at a news con- 
terence at O'Hare In- 
ternational Airport early 
today that the hijacker had a 
"number of sticks of 
dynamite" and demanded to
leave the United States. Otto 
said Canada and South 
Africa were mentioned by 
QUESNEL, B.C. (CP) - -  'sent here to survey the. 
damages and determine the 
fate of the school's estimatecl 
500 students. 
A , Quesncl :RCMP 
spokesman• said police 
fire that destroyed' the received the alarm call at 
Caribon Junior Secondary 8:40 a.m., the same time the 
School, a Quesnel fireman fire department would have 
said Wednesday. received it. 
The fireman said the 
increase scheduled for Jan. 1 
will go through as planned. "The volunteer flrehallin this 
Talks would begin soon with interior British Columbia 
the provinces on future in- community was  empty 
creases, he said. Tuesday when .the alarm 
Alberta has been pressing sounded for a $2.5 million 
for more rapid increases to 
allow domcettc prices to' 
move .up to international 
levels. The July increase 
was negotiated by the 
previous Liberal govern- 
meat and was postponed 
fl'om last Jan. I. 
Leitch told reporten at a 
separate news conference 
that the prinmry producing 
province remains committed 
station had to Wait for more 
firemen before responding to
the' call and estimated that 
trucks left the hall at 8:47 
The fireman, who asked. 
not to be .identified, said ha 
and another full.time paid 
fireman were sitting in a 
restaurant across the stroqt 
when the call came in. 
"We weren't in the 
building at the time," he 
a , m ,  • ' 
. Ra~ Bekulieu, deputy chiof 
of the 42-man department, 
said t]le depattment is rying a.m. and staff, could have" the hijacker. 
to flguro out what oaused the controlled the fire if more "Thedevice is a eachel or 
delay. • -~ water was available, brief case type of thing that 
' .has  several sticks of As well, school officials 
said the trucks took seven to "Even a little garden huge dynamite in it with a hand 
10 minutes to arrive at the wouldhuve done it," he said. grenade simulator used in 
fire, less than a kilometre ' Education Minister Pat military training that could 
from the flrehall, blcGeer said Wednesday detonate the dynamite," 
• that reconstruction will Otto e aid. 
District superintendent begin as soon as possible 
Bob Patrick said staff tried with the costs being Split 
to fight the blaze with fire betweentheprovincoandthe 
extinguishers but the flames school district. 
were in the walls and McGesr said he wants to 
couldn't be contained, relocate the students for the 
Andy Motherell, the balance of the school year, 
school's principal, said the but a decision will not be 
fire was discovered at 8:35 made until later this week. 
tomoru rapid domestic price said. "We take coffee breaks 
increases. But he refused to too . . ,  and only have two 
comment on the llkclthood of full.time paid members." 
a higher ate Jan.' 1. . The fire raged through the 
Hnatyshyn said he had cement and wood building 
consulted the consuming for three hours before being 
provinces and received an broaght under control by 60f rom the B.C. ""-- tuc lear  power  coming  understanding action to fl eflghters 'and water- ' 
the decision. The last bombers | 
domestic oil price increase Forest Service. All students 
was in July, 1978. were evacuated safely. 
The FBI special agent said 
the hijacker, identified as 
Nikoin KavaJa, 45, was due 
in Chicago on Thursday for 
sentencing on a bombing 
conviction and staged the 
hijacking to avoid helag 
sentenced. 
"It's my understanding 
they wanted to go to New 
cha i rman says  York from here," Otto naid. 
l l Y  I " j L ' L -~!  T~. /410  The.FB, In New York said 
• John P. Kennedy 'In. 
A meeting next week of the Investigators were sifting VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Organization of Petroleum through the rubble Tuesday Canada cannot avoid ex- 
Exporting Countries is likely trying to' determine the panding the use of nuclear 
to result in further increases cause of the fire. Education energy in the future, Robert 
for importing countries, ministry officials also Were Boncer, chairman of British 
Columbia Hydro 'said. 
dde Pilnt Growing energydema'nds, dwindling resources and the . . .  groun , , .  energy in- 
last year with reqdests from ignore the stork realities of 
eight industrial firms for energy shortages. 
additional power by 1982. "The implication of the 
, i  We had to advise them next two decades for those 
that we couldn't serve them. areas of the country which 
until the fail of 1983 at the' are relatively rich in con. 
earliest and only then if we venti0nal energy resources 
have successfully .added is that in the national in. 
more power capacity," ha rarest, no region may expect 
said. long to enjoy the luxury of 
Boaner said the Crown nondevelopment," he said. 
corporation is planning to 
complete installation of a 
submarine cable from the 
mainland to Vancouver 
Island, which will supply 
enough power to look after 
Island ~eeds until the year 
2000. 
He said the 1983 deadline 
could only be met if no ub- 
staclea were thrown in the 
corporation's way. 
Bonner said a federal 
government energy strategy 
paper published in 1976 
states that Canada would 
have to double its electrical 
generating capacity by 1990 
and the only way to achieve 
that goal is through con- 
slderable . xpansion of nu- 
clear energy systems. 
No region, he warned, can 
dependence make nuclear cited energy unavoidable, Bouner no reas  on  victoria chamber of 
commerce meeting. 
He said nuclear energy 
'The federal" transport systems will have to be 
ministry concluded this year expanded against a 
that Stewart could have background of a "strident, 
avoided the crash by ap- political obby" opposed to 
lYing full braking power nuclear development as well 
seconds ooner. as open-pit mining, dams, 
The mlaistry's report said coalburning plants and 
Stnwartreacted according to almost all other sources of 
Air Canada procedures that energy. 
did not stress the importance Bonner did not single out 
of immedlate, maximum B.C. as being destined to 
braking, adopt nuclear power, telling 
"Had that procedure been htsaudlenceofshont350that 
streese~i during the captain's every time be brought up the 
simulator training and had subject be got into trouble. 
be employed it, the aircraft However, he said B.C. 
could have been brought to a Hydro, which supplies power 
stop within the confines o f  for 90 per cent of the  
the runway," the report said. province, was approached 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  Air 
Canada offlciak refused to 
say Wednesday w.~.. m.ey 
grounded a pilot fouowmg 
the release of a report on me 
~ruh lest summer of a DC-9 
aircraft at Toronto ln- 
ternalional Airport. 
Captain Reginald Stewart, 
44, of Brampton, Ont., has 
filed a grievance and also is 
appcalinS dll'ectly to Air 
Canada .Chairman Claude 
Taylor through t~ Cana..dian 
Air Line Pilots Assoclanon. 
Two people were killed and 
many were injured when 
• Jet skidded off a runway and 
crashed on June 28, 1978. 
the plane was headed for 
ternational Airport, 
The agent said he had "no 
idea" how an explosives. 
laden Kavaja might have 
cleared security at New 
York's La Guerdia airport, 
where the flight originated 
Wednesday morning. 
U.S. Attorney Thomas 
Sullivan in Chicago said 
KavaJa had been free on 
$350,000 hail and was on his 
way beck to Chicago to be 
sentenced for his part in a 
1975 bombing at the 
suburban Chicago home of a 
Yugcelevtan consul to the 
free on bond and was on his 
way back to Chicago to be 
sentenced for his part in a 
1975 bombing at the 
suburban Chicago home of a 
Yugoslavian consul to the 
watch the plane on telovtsion 
when the aircraft was at the 
I t s  like watching a' 
corpse," said Josephine 
Milano of suburban Oak 
Brook, who had gone to 
O'Hare to greet her Mater 
and brother-in-law. "All we 
~n do is crees our fingers." 
It was the fourth hiJacki~ 
in the United States this year 
and the second in two weeks.i 
On June 11 a Delta Airlines 
plane was hijacked to Cuba 
while on a flight from N~ 
York to Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla. 
Bat t le  rages  
in  Managua 
MANAGUA (AP)  - -  functioning Sherman tank, 
National guards troops• informed sources aid. The 
fought slowly into arena of  sources aid the guard lost 
eastern Managua on Wed- two of its four working 
ncsday against heavy fire Sherman tanks in Leon, the 
from guerrillas who have second-iargast city, where 
held largo sectors of the the rebels drove the guard 
Nicaraguan capital for more from its downtown com- 
a week. A U.S. pound last week. 
television correspondent was There was no estimate of 
killed at a roadblock, rebel casualties incurred in 
The guardsmen at t imes the three weeks since the 
were pinned down by .50- Sandinistas launched their 
calibre machine.gun fire and offensive, their second in 10 
heavy bursts from automatlc months as they try to oust 
weapons. ' President Anastaeio Scmosa 
Guerrillas claimed they and end 42 years of rule. 
had knocked out a Sherman Reliable sources aid the 
tank in one of the eastern national guard has lost 80 
neighborhoods, but the killed and 215 wounded and 
report could not he con. that in addition to losing the 
firmed. • tanks, only five of the 
Such a loss would reduce guard's rocket.firing Cessna 
the 13,000-man guard to one aircraft are still flying. 
Fishermen, shoreworkers 
protest hreat to jobs 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  
More than 150 fishermen 
and shoreworkers 
demonstrated outside the 
British Columbia 
legislature Wednesday to
hack their demands for a 
morateritlm on issuing 
fish processing ilcences. 
The demonstrators, 
chanting "we want Jobs" 
and "save our Jobs," 
were members of the 
United Fishermen and 
Allied Workers from 
throughont the B.C. coast. 
Spokesman George 
Hewison said the union 
also wants the provincial 
government to insist on 
full disclosure of all 
corporatiOns moving into 
the province's fishing 
isdustry and an end to the 
issuing of lieences that 
allow processing at sea. 
Hewison mid if the 
three measures are not 
taken, up to 2,500 Jobs 
could be lest. 
Environment Minister 
Rare MaSt, the B.C. 
minister responsible for 
fisheries, said the inns 
mediate action demanded 
by the union is not 
~ asible largely because overlapping Jurimlic- 
tion with the federal 
government. 
He said he reeontzes 
that the problem is a 
major one and it is getting 
attention from his 
ministry. 
i 
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Solar energy/ 
gets emphas is  WASHINGTON (CP) - An ' The ' Amerlcan A.Irll~iu : 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
President Carter unveiled 
hiz sular energy proposals on 
the White House roof today, 
declerl~, that only solar and 
renawa~le nergy sources 
can produce "true energy 
security." 
In a message linked to a 
ceremony that marked the 
operation of a new sun- 
poweredwator heater for the 
executive mansion, • the 
president acid: 
where solar equipment is 
imtatied; and 
--A S0-por-cent tax credit, 
up to ~,000 per home, for 
new homes built using 
passive solar designs and 
app l i ca t ion . .  
Richard Muneon, co- 
ordinator of the Solar hobby, 
a I~ivato group backing 
solar, energy development, 
said Carter rejected a 
challenge to aim for a 30-per. 
cent dependance on solar 
power by the end of the 
"Energy from the sun is 
cienn and safe. It will not 
pollute the air we breathe or 
the water we drink. It does 
net run the risk of an ac- 
cident which may threaten . 
the heaith or life of our Left to fight: Sponsor-teacher Taco Albrecht with Judl Eastman and Steve Ross of Caledonla Scnlor citizens." - 
students Vide.Ann Schooner, D'Arcy Hill, Don Baker, Secondary. The key eiemenis of 
Carter's propesal are: 
Local students part" :1  C 1 :  "pat , e  renewable energy me ting --Crention of a gnal of cCdaso sources per withcent soler by of U.S.and the
end of the century; 
• un ivers i ty  " I n a s lum - - - ' - ' " - ' - ' -  • subsidies for owners and 
'. builders of residences and 
Five• students f rom participate in the 13th D'Arcy Hill, Donald paper entitled "Hitler's commercial structures 
Ca ledon ia  Sen ior  annual Hmnanitles and Baker, Judi Eastman, Victory". 
Secondary School were Science Symposium at and Steve Ross were the During ~ two Vietnam 
among the 140 out- the University of Vic- local studentS who at- visit to Victoria, the 
standing rade 11 and 12 torts, tended the symposium, 
~ t ~ r ~ ,  . , 
, Solar I~wer now accounts 
for six per cent of U.S. 
anergy ne~ls and would he 
expected to. supply' 13 per 
cent by abe endof the oen- 
inry without he president's 
program, officials said. 
Muuson also said Carter 
has, increased fl~Cul 1961' 
spondlng for solar enorgy by 
1100 million more than what 
the Budget Office recom- 
mended, but $350 million less 
than an energy de~rtment 
proposal., 
Carter s:solar  energy 
budget for fiscal 1~.  which 
begins.Oct. 1, oasis for 
spondleg ~ million. 
studentstoured the UG DA 
students invited to' Vida Ann Schooner, and Baker presented a camp., heard papers, blames 
ab est . k  ,,. , . . . . . , ,  NAMES Ar s prot  remark  workshop, a .Hat . to  
professors.lectures by UVIe V o S o g C h i n a  A NE if~ 
OTTAWA (..~P.) -- Im- barkln8 and dogs as Tuesday that Canada should The symposium is co- BANGKOK, Thailand ' 
migration Minister non degrading, be concerned about Arab sponsored by the (AP) --  Vietnam blamed its ~" L "~ A r~ ~ D 
Atkey's comment that the Anyone who considers the reaction to the Conservative university and the B.C, mass exodus of refugees on £2AL~.."JUL~2U.a.I)L 
Arabs "bark is worse than. Arabs unwilling to back up government's plan but he is Telephone Corn a,~ , 
their bite" is unwise ann their protests about the "appalled by the way some Studenisfrom,ero~u~t~ butmeUnitedgtatmandCnina'announced Wednes ay KAMPALA ~Ap~' 
unacceptahie, Abdul.lah Ab. Canadian plan to move the people appear to be panic- province are Invited to that it would attend any U da's ru 'eoa'llti~n 
~.ullah, spok~man xor the embassy in Israel to stricken by'what is ex- submltorluinalnan,,.~or UnitedNatiQmconferonceto ~l~m~ ~n~l~r "to- 
Arab League Information Jerusalem from Tel Aviv ternally-imposed black . . . . . . . .  -o  . r r-~..- . resolve the crisis that ha |  Western lead'~'~ .t  ~ ,  
Centre, said Wednesday. "won't bedoing any good" to msil." ~oc~e rsw%~tca sot  ~ x~ thoua~do f homeleza need YUs~ ~-ule s '  
Abdullah said in an in. Canada, the Arab 'He questioned Arab . . , ,m Vietnamese In Southeast ~x,:.aident Wedaeadav in 
tervlew that Arabs "in- spokesman said. ' willingness to take firm Jua.ged by UVIe Asian camps, " an"'attem t to . . . .  stop'"feuds 
terpret the reference to Atkey said in an interview economic action, protessors. The Vietnamese forsign ,hre.t-nFn~o th~eev ,  
. ministry statement said ernment that replaced Idi 
Vietnam would severely Asia', dt,,*,,,,.,htn 
T HBSDM 5 plm, to midnight " . . . . . . . .  " -~,~..,..-.~...,~., .m ,,m ysar-old former attorney. • ,"~_' .~.. . , '~_P~-. . ,____,  general, was chosen 
• countries Immedlatel~ . 'dlslntenratln~ two 
• deelaretha wlUndmita . ,I,- . . . .  . . .~ . , , _ .~ .  ~.~ ._. , .  [ .anon ago,, soon after 
limvlim~ Ju~mwa-  ,m ,ll~- i '  ~4ka6: stud" t~"  Tames ,  l s ,k  • 
~i : "  '= 'p~ :-.:~ ' Ma~eMe" ~ Fiimtones Six ' M is ter  . . . . .  :. • ' d0chL~re /~eW " . . . .  [ , "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - "  " " - " "  
~q5 :.1. s La. ushl Con t'd Minion angers The Vietnamese ~[ t~ orated Amin. 
• J The Installation of _ • :as ~ews HourK/asa Dollar Electric statement, an apparent, n,,.,........_., ,~,,~ . . . . .  ,~,.,,..,, 
V :~5 Cont'd Cont'd Man Company rmpoese to mounting world | law In New Y~er~ and 
~ - - - - ' - - - - - - - -  ~ ~ a'ltictsm of Vietnam over Londea s an exile for the 
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the refugees, was read over 
Radio Han~ and mo~ternd 
in mu~mk, 
It alruasd that Vietnam 
wu ready to implement a
legal emigration policy 
as enrller with the 
UN HI~ Commission for 
Ik~iens, 
The VtethameM.UNHCR 
'plan calls for the orderly 
d,p srture of Vieinsmase 
wl/o wish to ass  • living 
ebrad or be'reunited with 
their lamHlm, • • 
for Initiating a mass 
evacuation from South 
Vietnam in 1076 on the eve of 
• 
citing ethnic Chinas in Viet- 
nam lo leave the eouutry,..eo 
u to use them as afifth col- 
in CO~trlN 
80utha~t Alia," Meat of the 
refugees are of Chinese 
critich~i for engineering a 
"human esporta policy" and 
~ ? n e y  from would. 
In L0edom The Evening 
• News quoted a ep~asman 
for theBri~h Foreign Of tics 
saying it had well- 
documented evidence 
Vietnam had been forcing Its 
ethnic Chinese population 
"to pay highly for the 
privilege of • plans on a 
refugee ship." 
Vietnamese "boat PeniS" 
dally reach Southeast Asian 
tho hundr  
muse countries recenuy 
have toughened their 
rofugea policies, 
Reporter 
killed 
airline industry study shows 
that two heavier versiom of 
the DC-10 experienced none 
of the pylon assembly 
problems found In several 
• planes identical to the model 
which crashed in Cldnagu 
May 25, Congress was told 
Wednesday. 
The findings are In • 
National Air Carrier 
Association report aimed at 
convincing the Federal 
Aviation Administration to 
plane which lest an engine; 
and •crashed in Chicago'• 
killing S73 persons was •; 
430,000-pound DC-10-10~ of 
which 110 have. been 
manufactured.. 
Since llm crash, cheeks of 
other DC-10e have uncovered 
cracks.in the rear bulkhead 
of the pylm~ that hold the 
enStnns to the plane. In- 
vestigators have cited an  
improper maintenance 
cancel its grounding of the shortcut as the probable 
entire DC-10 fleet, cause of the cracks. , 
C,0v't to,grab some I 
TEHRAN (AP) - -  Iran.s l~om ~ billion set by 
revolutionary government shah's regime. 
will seize "inefficient" in- 
dustries and those Shah- The Imdget and planning 
doncd by local o r  foreign minister said In an interview 
owners who have left the that oil production will 
country, Budget Minister All continue at the present level, 
.Akber Moinfar said Wednns- 3.9milllon barrels •day, But 
ca.y., ha said Iran's oll output will 
• aedidnotnameenyflrms, be utilized increasingly by  
Several U.S. companies sue- its own ~truchemical in. 
peMed oporations in Xran .d u airy • now be~lg 
aunng me cevomtion that eatabltshed. 
ousted Shah Mohammed 
Reza Pahlevi n January. Speaking of the planned 
Moinfar also said a new takeover of some ands•iris, 
national budget, to be an- Moinfar said: "I don't want 
nounced next week,.will cut to me the word 
spending to about S3S billion nationalization. 
Ararat slams the move 
• KUWAIT (AP), - -  Referring to the Arab 
Paisstinian guerrilla leader League meeting in Tun~ 
Yasser Ararat iuhed out at later this month, Ararat 
Canada Wednesday, said: "I present the 
threatening retaliation ff the Canadian minister's state- 
Canadian government meat as.• present to the 
moves its'embassy in Israel conference. As for us 
from TelAvtv to Jerusalem. P•lastinlene, we let deeds 
Addressing '• ~ can. ~ speak and Canada is well 
fare•ca following talks with aware of this." 
Kuwaitt officials, Arofat also 
accused the United States of Earlier, Arab souroei natd 
Arab banks and financial in- 
being "the head of the snake stitutiona would find 
which masterminded and' 
blessed this conspiracy themselves bound by •'  
decision by the Arab 
against he Fulestiniane and Monetary Fund to stop ft. 
the Arab nation." nanelal dealings with Commenting . on • Canada, 
statement by Canadian 
Immigration Minister Ben The neurcm, who declined 
Atkey that "the Ai'aba bark to be named, said all the 
lantdonotbile,"Arafateald: central bunks of the 31- 
"Our Arab hatien must member fund states "will 
teach the Canadian scoun, copy the decision and 
drets a,~leason, that wou~d communicate It to local 
ensure t~ Pr0t~tlon of.our, ibeckiq[ axial flmmolaf net- 
dlgalty/:dghtk and lands," workS," . . . . . . . .  
The pQ has the right 
s,,t five years, left us. qt~B~:C (CP) -- The 
settled the future of PattiQuebeceis government 
Milton Obote, still has g•ined the legal 
Uganda's mat  authority to expropriate the 
charismatic polltlelnn assets of Asbestos Corp. Ltd, 
after eight years of exile if it fails to negotiate a pri~ 
in Tunzanin. for a contrdlinl tntermt in 
Amin overthrew the 
socialist and 
ren~ an agreement wit~ 
General Dynamics to buy its 
controlling inS'eat in the 
asbestos mining company, 
But he zafd that if an 
• greement cannot be 
reached within. "• coup..J, k of 
weeks," queoec Will gO the company. 
Bill 131 paHnd third ahead with the u.  
re•dlng in the national preprintien. 
aszamblyby•votoofHtogS Gener•l Dyn•mlcs has 
Wednesday, said It will use "•ll available 
l,ib~ai and Untoa legal means to protect cur 
N•timais membun opposed inisrom"ifltean'tget•latr 
the bill, price from quebec, 
Oppmitlon members have 
dtsmimmi tha bllhm a means The government bas naid it 
to enert preuure n General will not pay more than 144 • 
Dynomlca CorlP, of St, Louis, share for the company, el. 
Me.,, which own M.e per thongh a remmt gove~ 
sttaly estimated its velae at cent of Aabeotoe Corp, 
Finance Minister Jacques 848,80 a share, General 
Parizanu has said the Dynamics wanle MML~a 
~eben govm~ent hopes.9 ~-ra-.  
It's deliberately vague 
OTTAWA (CP) -  David He told the Advisory 
MacDonald, status-of- Council cu the Status og 
Women, in his first slmeh 
since Prime Minister Clark 
appointed him to cabinet, 
that the strategy would be 
aimed at Increasing wage 
levels for females, .im- 
pt~ving Job coun~ and 
tralelng and creating more 
flexible conditions ol work 
for patents. 
How this wm be as. 
complkhed is not decided, 
MacDonald tater told 
reporters. "It is dallberatoty 
vague." 
wmnen minister, announced 
Wednesday the government 
plans to establish awomen's 
employment strategy with 
details he termed "dolihar- 
• rely vague." 
MacDonald said he has in- 
situated offldals to hammer 
out a strategy based on the 
new Progressive Con- 
servative government's 
"eenvietion that women are 
here to stay in the work 
force," 
Court orders a halt 
Israel Radio reported. 
The settlement, whose 
establishment prompted 
• h•rp criticism by th• 
United Slats and Egypt, 
was started June 7. Only on 
June 11 did owners of some 
'2o0 acres receive land- 
seizure documents. 
In other develomunle In 
q.the M/ddle East: 
--Israeli gun•era and 
Palestini•n guerrillas ex. 
changed fire aortas Israel's 
northern border with 
Lebanom Lobaneas offlelela 
said at least five elvfllena 
were also wounded by ar- 
tillery fire on T/re, but there 
wu no independent 
'verification that the shellfire 
there egme from Israel or 
from Its Lebanese Chrletfnn 
allies In south Lebanon, 
, I :00 The 
• :15 Doctors 
:30 Another 
s i ~45 World 
Cent'd. 
Cont'd. 
, : 45 Cont'd, 
I 
"Vera 
Cruz"  
~d • 4.5 Cont'd 
Z Cost'd, I Cont'd. 
: 45 Cont'd. 
Today 
From 
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Cont'd. 
The Edge 
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I 
Canadian 
Open 
Golf 
Cont'd 
MANAGUA (/kiP) - -  Bill 
Stewart, a correspondent for 
ABC News in Nicaragua, 
was shot in the head and 
killed Wednesday as he and 
his television crew •p. 
proached a government 
roadblock, witnesses said. 
ABC-TV crew members 
with Stewart 8aid he and • 
Nicaragua interpreter were 
killed deliberately by 
National Guard troops, 
The 37.year.old reporter 
had been In Nicaragua since 
Jon• 10, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
authoritarian Obotn in 
1971, but Obote retains 
wide suppert within the 
front. During Obota's 
Binaisa became rngime,  
Uganda"s first black 
attorneygeneral. New 
York smmetstm called 
him • sarong advacata of 
lannah r~is, 
.The Natloml Coil- 
anlt•tlve Council, the 
ruling eo•lltlnn's, top 
polley-maklnll, arm and 
temporary lec tors ,  
thou Bin•In a f t~ Lute' 
wu  forend instep down in 
' 1~e,.wbe served fewer 
than 70 days, was chosen 
8s a. compromise 
presidant in March. 
Tanzanten troops and 
Ugandan exile forces 
were then lass than three 
weeks away from pushing 
Aminout of Kampola, to 
climax a war that began 
in late October when 
Tanzania resisted a 
Ugandan invasion. 
Analysis asld a new 
mlnlatertal list approved 
bythe council Wednesday 
planes Oboto supporters 
hi key cabinet positiens. 
Their appointment 
gave Uganda lie Iourth 
cabinet list Jn less than 
two weeks. I,ule revised 
his cabinet for the second 
time Tuesday, bringing 
the confrontation to a 
head and provoking 
accusations that he was 
taking on dictatorial 
powers .  
"I did not wish to see 
any ca•filet developing 
around my pores•allay," 
Lule said in a statement. 
"We new hand over toour 
colleagues." 
Statements from the 
coalition made it clear 
Lute had no choice but to 
go. 
The dispute between 
Lule and his opponents 
centred on two rounds of 
appointments Lule made 
this month to expand his 
cabinet. , 
TEL AVIV (AP) --  Israel's 
Supreme Court on Wed- 
neoday ordered work halted 
for 30 days on the new Jewish 
settlement ofEien Mereh on 
the occupied West Bank of 
the River Jordan. It was •t 
least a temporary triumph 
for Palmtinian Arabs whese 
land had been seized, 
The state radio said the 
military governor of nearby 
Nablus, Yceef Luntz, put the 
order into of feet and counted 
the settlers to make sure no 
more Iaranlis move in. 
A panel of three Justices 
heard.the complaint of 17 
Arab landowners and g•ve 
the government 30 days to 
reply. Presiding Justice 
Meshe Landau said he scald 
understand the landowners' 
anger and bitter feelings, 
I , 
' SCHOOL DISPUTE 
• ! 
,.School board listens 
, .... by Brian Gregg 
• School Dislrlet 88 board members heard 
complaints and suggestions about disciplinary 
problems at Copper. Mountain School and say 
they will monitor tbe situation, but gave no in- 
dication at Tuesday's meeting what action might 
be taken. 
More than 20 parents and tencbors. from the 
Copper. Mountain School area packed the board 
, room Tuesday, some to state their grievances 
against the "permissive" attitude towards 
discipline in the school and others to comment on 
the "sensationalist" attitude by the Daily Herald 
' in covering pai'ents' views. 
C~audette Sandeeki, who has children at the 
school, said that school authorities are using the 
argument that because the same disciplinary 
. problems that exist in Copper Mountain School 
existin the other schools they cannot do anything 
about the problems/ 
" I  don't accept hat," said Sendccki. 
Parents are united on the factthat something 
has to be done to improve dLsclplins in the school 
but there is some division in the opinions ex- 
pressed by the parents, she said. 
The parents she has talked, to about the. 
problems all agree that there.is a general laxity 
of supervision by teachers in the schools and 
has led to a general ack of respect for the 
teachers by the students. 
Thefts are an ongoing problem in the school, 
she said, and when new and expensive jackets 
are not being stolen, students spit on them While 
they are  hanging in the mud room. 
Students are locked out of the school during 
noon hour even during days when the weather is 
poor, she stated. 
' Sandeeki cited on ease of a student who, when 
injured on the playground, just sat and cried 
because if he went to the teacher he would be 
ignored and he could not get into the school 
anyway. 
Students are smoldng at the elementary 
school, they hang out in a vacant house near the 
school and they often cross Highway 16 East to 
get to the stere, all of which Sandeeki says is a 
dangerous and is being ignored by teachers. 
Name calling has been allowed to degenerate 
to some boys being called homosexuals because 
they wear clothing that are reddish in color and 
girls being called whores because they wear 
fashionable dresses. 
Smashed pep bottles litter the school yard and 
nothing is done to make sure that this problem is 
solved, she said. 
" I 'm not blaming anyone for the problem but 
someone could easily be hurt on that broken 
g lau  ' - 
~Accordi~ to .Sandecki, s~dents wing on the 
in tfi# WarmS,  Whici~'she sa']~s ISi~ot he 
kind of behavior that would be tolerated at home. 
Mothers are made to feel unwelcome when 
L Claudette Sandecki states complaints 
THE Y WAN T A C T ION 
Frank Hamilton heats them 
they come into the school, said Sandocki. 
She said that the front doors of the school 
should never be looked and that teacher 
supervision should be frequent on the 
playground so that ff fights break out or a 
student is hurt there is always omeone there to. 
deal with It. . 
• Teachers hould take a greater, interest in 
disciplining students and theyshould not leave it 
up to the principal to solve the problems, she 
said. 
She cited an. incident where a teacher brought 
a student o the office because he had erased 
material from the blackboard and she said she 
did not know what .to do abot~t it. 
Sandecki said that the teacher should have 
• made the student rewrite all the materiel he had 
erased back on the blackboard instead of leaving 
hina. under the secretary's superviaion.for ver 
an hour while the principal finished his busLness. 
Students should not be suspended if they get 
i~to .(rouble, said SundeckL There should, be ' 
• profess ional :coun~g for the students who.' 
. would-otherwise b  .suspended. Parents should 
he notified of all infractions that are made by 
their children. 
Students.ere often given too wide a subject 
matter for research on their own and they do not 
know what to do, said Sandecki. Students hould 
not be left" completely to their own resources 
when doing such projects, they should be given 
assistance because they are not old enough to 
always be able to Work completely on their own. 
,.. Sandecki" said i!she ,wunta to  i see betterl ~eon: .; 
structed blcycle meI~ at'the school and these ,. 
should be located in view of the main office to 
help prevent bicycles from being stolen. 
Pat Anderson, another parent, said that she 
and several other parents have found articles 
written about Copper Mountain School in the 
Daily Herald to be "un- 
fair...unethiea!..xubblsh." 
Another parent, Norma Holberg, said when ~e 
parents recently met with the school they did not 
want the press there because '~ve were not in- 
terested in selling newspapers for the Daffy 
Herald," bot agreed that there were problems at 
the school. 
She said she had no use for the newspaper and 
she wanted to express upport for the school and ' 
the Tbernhill community. There will be better 
working relationships between the staff and the 
parents because the new liaison committee will 
work out the solutions to problems at the school, 
said Holborg. 
Holberg suggested that one approach to 
dealing with today's permissive society is to put 
on a course in parenting for people. 
She also said that she wanted to see better 
communications i  the media on what the school 
is really all about. 
':These problems can be overcome...we did it 
before and we can do it agbin," said Holberg. 
IWA continues strikes 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- vote and subsequent 72-hour 
Woodworkors at sawmills strike notice are a contract- 
and logging operations in time ritual intended to 
British Columbia pressed on strengthen the hand of the 
with wildcat strikes and 47,-000-member union. 
slowdowns Wednesday The union and industry 
despite fforts by their union continued negotiations 
to get them back to work. Wednesday in what both 
About l,I00 wecdworkers ides described as a pmifive 
eaVanceuver Island and, for atmosphere although on( 
the first time in the current union spokesman said the 
spate of walkouts, some in talks were progressing 
the Vancouver a ea were off 'slowly. 
the Job in a continuing effort "Certainly by the end of 
to speed negotiations, next week we will either 
"It reflects the general have an agreement or a 
attitude towards ' strike," said Pat Kerr., 
negotiations that if the The strikes so far have 
companies are going to go 
slow, so will the crew," said 
a spokesman for a Van- 
couvor Island local of the 
International Woodworkers 
of America. 
But , the spokesman 
stressed that all Jobactlon to 
date has been initiated by 
indlvldusl workers and is not 
supported by the negotiating 
committee orunion leaders. 
The 28,000 coastal and 
southern region wood- 
workers in the province's 
largest lndwtry voted 88 per 
cent last week in favor of 
strike action should contract 
talks fat. Like the wildcat 
walkouts, the heavy strike 
been sparked by "just a few 
militants," said Kerr and the 
union's locals are trying to 
get them beck to work. 
A spokesman for Forest 
Industrial Relations 
bargaining agent for 120 
forest companies on the B,C. 
coast, said negotiations were 
going at "express train 
speed" and agreed that the 
outcome ehould he known by 
next week. 
Hardest hit by walkouts 
Wednesday was MacMillan 
Bleedel Ltd. with operations 
halted at its Ever River, 
Northwest Bay and Franklin 
River logging operations on 
Vancouver island. 
TERRACE. 
SCHOOL .BOARD 
Margaret Oddy has been 
appointed by school board of 
District 88 as principal ,of 
Jack Cook School, effective_ 
Sept. 1. Oddy replaces Miles 
Clay who is leaving Terrace 
at the end of June.' 
Oddy comes to the district 
with 18 Yesm teaching .ex. 
perlence during which time 
she has worked with special 
needs children. Oddy plans 
to complete her masters 
degree in special education 
this summer: 
Michael W. Reid has been 
appointed .vice-principal of 
Caledonia Sr. Secondary 
School, effective Sept. 1. 
Reid replaces Barry Church 
who is moving to Stewart. 
Reid is from Chetwynd" 
where he is presently vice- 
principal of the Chetwynd 
Elementary-secondary 
School. 
Natives 
boycott 
inquiry 
Herb'A. Fader has been 
appointed as the supervisor 
of special services for School 
District 88 ' to replace 
Richard Parker. 
Fader has been employed 
by the school district during 
the,past year as elementary 
special counsellor and his 
appointment is effective 
Sept. t. 
The special opening of the 
Caledonia tennis courts will 
be held Monday, June 25 at 1 
p.m~ The Terrace Rotary 
Club bull t the courts on the 
.school property for the 
school's use and the 
ceremony takes place on the 
courts next to the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. 
Jan MacLeod was com- 
mended by the school beard 
for her work in changing the 
art displays in. the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. "Its not an easy 
job to get Just the right 
• pleture under just the right 
lighting," said trustee Nan 
Harrison at Monday's 
mooting. 
Ted We~ told the board 
that 200 construction 
workers are expected inthe 
mining town of Kiteanlt by 
the end o.f 1979 and that by 
1980 there will be 450 
production workers in the 
town. 
"That works out to about 
ALERTBAY, B.C. (CP)-- 
Local Indians boycotted the 
proceedings as an inquiry 
into hospital conditions in 
this remote community on 
Cormorant Island off the 20 children per grade which 
• northeastern coast of is a nine or 10 room school," 
Vancouver Island got under he said. 
way Wednesday. 
Dr. Charles Bailum, chair'.,. 
man of the seven.man. 
inquiry, said that during a 
meeting Tuesday night, 
Indian leader# repeated 
their intention fo ignore the 
inquiry unless certain 
conditions were met. 
Offlcials 'at St. George's 
Hospital had requested the 
inquiry before a recent 
coroner's inquest into the 
death of Renee Smith, an 11-. 
year.old native Indian girl, 
brought he state of health 
care in the community of 
1,800 to wide attention. 
The coroner's jury found 
Dr. Jack Pickup negligent in
-the girl's death of a raptured 
.appendix and complications 
five days alter she was taken 
to hospital with severe ab- 
dominal pains. It was noted, 
"however, that Pickup was 
subject o'over-work, strain 
and isolation as the 
comanity's only doctor.. 
The board has appointed 
Art Gutman as their salary 
negotiator during the 
negotiations this year. 
Susan Harris, grade 10, 
Barb Thomas, grade 10, and 
'Irish Philpet, grade 9, will 
be travelling to Montreal in 
' July as part of the school 
district's new French 
language program, span. 
sored by a federal govern. 
ment support grant. 
The students will be 
staying with a Quebec family 
and the district believes this 
is one way of encouraging 
French language students o 
retoin the second language. 
Th'6 board "has agreed to 
' spend $6,690 • on the 
development and ira- 
plementati0n of a Gitkasn 
language program in the 
Kitwanga rea for the next 
school year. 
The Indian leaders -- 
representing the N impk ish /~ 
band council, .the Who-La- 
Canada 
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Mostly cloudy skies are periods. .). 
expected today with oe- TI~e xpected high today is : 
easioasl Showers and the 18 degrees Celsius and tl~ 
possib]ity of a few sunny oyurnight low is 7 degr~. 
POLICE NEWS[ 
Terrace 'RCMP report a Two adults were charged 
busy night Tuesday and one with drinking in a public 
Terrace resident, David place, and two Terrace 
Ormandy, will be appearing residents along with a 
Post 
in court to face two drunk 
driving charges which 
resulted from neperate in- 
cideate. "
Police are also in- 
vestigating a report hat a 
vehicle mar the Terrace 
Hotel parking lot received an 
estimated iS00 damage after 
a hit and run. 
Shortly after midnight, 
Terrace Chrysler reported 
four hubcaps, valued at S200, 
stolen from cars parked on 
the lot. 
A Prince Rupert Juvenile 
and a Terrace Juvenile face 
charges of littering, after 
being seen throwing'bcer 
bottles, and Citer. another 
incident a minor was 
charged for being ,- accrued 
premises. 
Juvenile were charged by 
police in connection with a 
minor being in pensession d 
alcohol. 
. Three Juveniles were also 
charged with possession d 
narcotics. 
A Terrace man repet;ted a 
imrglar during the ulght. The 
persoo escaped with only SS 
and police are still in. 
vest~ating. 
Kitimat RCMP recovered 
.a stolen pickup truck 
beloqing to Robert Cluett of 
Terrace about 8:20 a.m. on 
Tuesday. The truck was 
involved in a single vehicle 
accident three miles outh d 
the Kitimat River Bridge 
Highway 25. There was 
$1,000 damage. 
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CanadR 
Terrace Hotel's Annual 
advisory body, could not aq 
on the demands but only pass 
them on to B.C. Health 
Minister Bob McClellsnd. 
The chairman said his 
inquiry was never designed 
to be open to the public, 
La-U area council and the. 
Kwaawkewlth district~ 
council -- asked for an[ 
impartial chairman to[ 
replace Balium, a larger[ 
meeting place • to ac.I 
commodate the public and wei t steps They also said their lawyer should be allowed to cross- 
examine C~!h~a~'~ r e  n e w . . ,  basic witnessess; al hospital records in ithuse kept by Pickup 
3e available to help 
prepare their case; 
parties hould be given time 
°"u"'e"i'°"°e'°[rates a re  the same at the inquest; and ~ suggested the inquiry be postponed until they.have • 
time to prepare their case. 
Ballum said the inquiry E f fec t ive  July 1, 1979, the Post Office is metric! committee, in its role as an 
i: 
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EDITORIAL 
We note that Frank Hamilton, the 
superintendent of schools for Terrace 
School District 88, sat quietly at the 
Tuesday evening board meeting and 
listened to.Claudette Sandecki, backed 
• by about 50 parents from Copper 
Mountain School, list her grievances, 
and the news media was present. 
Hamilton, in what can only be 
described as an emotional outburst, 
refused to listen to parents from the, 
school at a meeting held there • recently 
because there were members of the 
news media present. 
Hamilton is now refusing to release 
even routine data, Information that is a 
matter of public record, to the press. He 
walls himself In with bureaucratic 
iargon and refuses to discuss issues 
unless you can come up with all the 
terms that "educators" like to use to 
complicate things. 
It is little wonder Claudette and Gene 
Sandecki felt they had to make their 
complaints public. 
We would suggest to Hamilton that 
this school district is not an empire to be 
presided over but part of the community 
and the community has a right to know 
how it is faring. You are but a servant 
~ir, not ' ' Lo~'d .... and master. 
Dear Sir: 
The students and staff at 
E.T. Kenney School would 
like to thank you very much 
for coming to our wheel 
rade. We especially en- 
ed the pictures which 
appeared in the Herald the 
following day. 
Yours sincerely, 
Bey Whyte 
Teacher. 
me years ago were attending 
the opening. We spent an  
enjoyable vening recalling 
memories of long ago 
meetings. 
• A school opening, 
however, l~ not a time to 
reminisce of the past but 
rather n time to look ahead 
to the future with resolve and 
optimism. It should be the 
aim of the parents, students, 
and educators in our com- 
munity to bring about ex- 
cellence in the fields of 
academics, sports and 
citizenship, with the very 
worthwhile' objective of 
nurturing aoonfldence and a 
sense of group pride in our 
children. 
If our children and 
grandchildren can be taught 
and convinced that thier 
manner and outlook should. 
be as bright and orderly as 
their new school, we can be 
confident hat they will be 
well equipped to face their 
futures. 
A special thank you to 
Lexa Hobenshleld, my 
grandnlece, who presented 
me with a beautiful bouquet 
on behalf of the School 
Board. 
Alice Doll 
Dear Sir: 
I wish to thank the 
Trustees of School Diztriet 
88, the people of Kitwanga 
and our school staff for 
giving me the privilege of 
opening our new Kitwanga 
Elementary Jr. Secnudary 
. School on Wednesday, June 
13, 1979. 
• Twenty ears have passed 
since I served as trustee for 
this area on the Board of 
School District 53, as it was 
known at that time. It was a 
very pleasant aurplse to find 
that Murefl O'Boyle, Jake 
Peters and Corby King of 
Terrace and Bill Sargent of 
Hazelton, former board 
members who served with 
Letters 
welcome 
The Herald welcomes Its readers com. 
ments. All letters to the edllor of general 
:public Interest will be printed. We do, 
however, retain the right to refuse to pr im 
letters on grounds of possible libel or bad 
taste. We mayalso (~lit letters for style and 
length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed.. 
"They're all out, but I'll tell them you called." 
p . 
/ 
/ 
DESPITE TALKS 
No disarmament seen yet 
UNITED NATIONS " 'By JOHN WARD other talks I~etween 
(CP) -- It has been~yenr NATO and the Warsaw 
since world leaders 
gathered for the UN's 
special session on 
disarmament, but that 
long-songht goal is still as 
elusive as ever. 
While President Carter 
and Soviet leader Leonid 
Brezheev signed a 
strategic arms limitation 
treaty in Vienna this 
week, it is a far cry from 
being even a first step on • 
the road to disarmament. 
In fact, that agreement, 
the second such pact 
between the superpowers, 
actually all~vs the U.S~ to 
increase its weapons 
stockpile between now 
and the end of 1981 if it so 
cho~es. 
In its final stsg~s, the 
treaty will allow each side 
2,280 nuclear delivery 
systems -- missiles and 
various types of aircraft. 
The two sides will have to 
destroy tiny fractions of 
their vast arsenals, but 
the Russians will likely 
eliminate some of their 
obsolescent missiles, 
while the American 
reductions will come 
• from their mothballed 
and aging B.52 bomber 
fleet 
weapons, uch as the air- 
launched U.S. Cruise 
missile and improve- 
ments in submarine. 
launched missiles. 
The U,S. is already 
starting on a new 
generation of weapons, 
the so-called MX system 
for the 1980s and beyond. 
That system, which will 
involve mobile launchers, 
will complicate future. 
arms agreements im- 
mensely because of the 
'difficulty in verifying the 
numbers of mobile 
rockets. 
There are other, even 
more exotic weapons in 
the works on both sides 
that are not even covered 
• in the agreement. They 
include :lasers and what 
are called particle beam 
weapons. 
And the ~S. and the 
Soviet Union are also 
studying the use of 
radiological weapons 
which kill by spreading 
lethal radiation over a 
wide area. There is a 
chance, though, that yet 
another treaty might 
limit their:ase. /. . . . . .  . 
Even• the limited 
Both sides will retain strategic arms treaty 
thestralnglceapability to faces a tough .fight for 
destroy each other, and ratification in the U.3. 
probably the rest of the Senate. 
world, several times The UN special session 
over. " saw a parade of" world 
The treaty also allows leaders, including former 
the construction of new •prime minister Pieri'e 
efforts to reduce ar- 
maments, but those pleas 
seemed to have fallen an 
deaf ears. 
Even as the session 
went on, NATO ministers 
meeting in Washington 
agreed, to a build-up of 
their forces In Europe. 
For example, the U.S. in 
the last year has been 
deploying highly- 
- sophisticated anti.tank 
weapons in Europe and 
Canada is seeking to 
purchase new fighter 
planes. 
In opposition, the 
Russians have been 
building up a growing 
arsenal of armor. 
The Soviet navy has 
been steadily increasing 
in recent years -- to more 
than 480 ships -- while the 
shipyards of the Electric 
Boat Co'. in Conueetiout 
are assembling the 
monstrous Trident 
submarines, the huge and 
silent missile carriers 
that will replace the 
present generation of 
nuclear submarines. 
Washington wants a 
military budget with. a 
three-per-continerease:in ~ 
real terms foi" 1960, and " 
while Russian mil itary 
spending is hard .to 
compute, it is unlikely • 
Moscow will cut'its arms 
spending. 
As Carter and Brezhnev 
signed the strategic arms 
agreement in Vienna, 
pact countries were 
staged in the same city. 
Those discussions, 
aimed at reducing 
respective troop 
strengths in central 
. Europe, have beengoing 
.on for y~ars with little 
progress. The main 
stumbling block is that 
the two sides cannot. 
agree on present troop 
levels. Without an agree. 
ment on how many 
soldiers are here now, 
reduction becomes im- 
passible. 
Around the v~orld, 
• governments continue to 
spend Vast amounts 'of 
money on arms ranging 
• from rifles to rockets. 
Even peqce~ treaties, 
such as ~that.~between 
Israel and fEg#pt~,: are 
backed up with 
guarantees of up-to.date 
weaponry f0i" beth sides. 
The nuclear ~rms race, 
" while it may have slowed 
a frectien with the 
strategic arms t~'~aty, is a 
long way from being over 
and the conventional 
weapons race has not 
even broken stride. 
.: It to6k=', n0n~!lgned 
countriek-'lT'"yearsl .to 
lobby to activate the 
special UN disarmament 
session. Fo.r all its effect 
over the last year, they 
mighthave spent that 
time on other labors. 
Tr.udeau, decry arms 
spending and call for 
WHY NO QUEBEC? 
Tortes look at problems 
MONTREAL (CP) -- As the 
Progressive Conservatives settle 
into power in Ottawa, their 
organizers think they know what 
went wrong for them in Quebec on 
May 22. And it's hot any~lng they 
can change asily. .~i 
The Conservatives find them~ 
selves governing with Just twoo~ 
elected members ~om Quebec, andr 
they can't even get prominent . 
French-speaking Quehecers to 
accept he plum of a Senate ap- 
pointment. Several people they 
approached have refused. 
Why has the party that dominated 
Quebec politics through much of the 
19th century been able to win a 
majority of Quebec seats Just once in 
this century? And why did Joe Clark 
manage just a dismal 13 per cent of 
the Quebec popular vote on May 227 
Political observers and Clark 
strategists agree on several causes: 
--Because the Conservative party 
has traditionally elected so few 
members in Llberaidominated 
Quebec, it has failed to establish a
solid presence in the province. And 
because it has no solid presence, it
has trouble electing memhers. The 
party hopes it can break out of this 
• vicious cycle. 
--The party has a definite image 
problem. The Conservatives have 
often been seen by Quebeeers, 
whether rightly or wrongly, as 
~ponents ofequality for the French 
ngnage and for French-speaking 
Canadians. 
--Since the 1890s, the Liberal 
party has always paid close at- 
tention to French.Canadian i . 
tersste and has put Quehecers in 
leading posts. Conservative prime 
ministers, in contrast, have named 
few French.Canadians to top penis. 
-since 1~,  Quehecers unhappy 
with the Liberals have had the 
heine-based Social Credit party to 
turn to as an alternative. 
wlt-~nuehe¢_ is the only province 
t a vrogreaslve Conservative 
party at the provincial level, 
tho u~. this may change. 
--and then there's the powerful 
personality of Liberal eader Pierre 
Trudeau, Quebee's favorite son. 
'By ERIC HAMOVITC H " 
Conservat ive  organ izers  
sometimes look hack wistfully to the " 
halcyon days of 1958 when their 
party, led by John Diofenbaker, 
swept 50 of Quebec's 75 seats. 
They can seek solace in the words 
of a young Montreal aw professor 
named Pierre Trudeau who wrote in 
Cite Libre magazine in 195a thet 
Quebec voters "must think about 
having themselves represented 
within the party that is eventually 
victorious across the country rather 
than risk being deprived of the fruits 
of victory." 
Joe Clark is pushing the same line 
today. 
But Claude Dupras~ past president 
of the Queb~ Progressive Con- 
servative Association, feels "there 
must be a radical change (in the 
party's tyle) so that Qucheeers will 
feel happy with the PCs. 
The party has to build itself up 
from the grass roots, riding by 
riding, he said. In many Quebec 
ridings, the Conservatives have no 
organization to speak of, although 
getting people to join should he 
easier now that the party holds 
power. 
Historians • say Quebec's slide 
away from the Torten began with Sir 
John A. Macdonald's decision to 
hang Metis rebel eader Louis Rtel in 
1885. 
The breach became complete with 
the imposition ot military con- 
scription in the First World War -- 
an unpopular move in Quebec --  by 
Conservative Prime Minister Sir 
Robert Borden. 
In the four following elections -- 
1917, 1921, 1925 and 1926 -- the 
Comervatives failed to elect a sIngle 
French-speaking member from 
Quebec, although in those last two 
elections the party wee a respee. 
tobls 34 par cent of the Quebec 
popular vote. 
Strange as it may seem today, 
ebec had sent strong Tus'y eon- 
nte to Ottawa during Mac- 
nsld's day, and in the 1874 else. 
tlon, when the scandslplagued 
Conservatives lest heavily acress 
Canada, nearly half the party's 
elected members were . from 
Quebec. 
But once the Liberals chase Sir 
Wilfrid Laurier as their leader, the 
ToMes'. fate was sealed. Quebec 
voted for Laurier and continued to 
vote Liberal under Mackenzie King 
and Louis Saint.Laurent, rarely 
electing more than "a handful of 
Conservatives until Diefenhaker's 
1958 sweep. 
Tory organizers are still faced 
with image problems, not all of them 
dating back to Louis Riei and con- 
scription. 
When 16 MPs voted against he 
Official Languages Act in 1969, they 
all happened to be Conservatives. 
Their stand overshadowed support 
for the act from former leader 
Robert Stanfield and most members 
of his caucus. 
The party appeared to be siding 
with English-speaking pilots against 
' the use of French in Quebec air 
irnffie control in the famous Gens de 
l'Air dispute of 1976. 
And Joe Clark made few Quebec 
friends with his recent statements 
that Quebec has no right to self- 
determination. Several com. 
mentators say thisprobably hurt his 
chances of recruiting some top- 
string people he hoped to name to his 
cabinet via the Senate. 
Clark's 13 per cent of the Quebec 
popular vote was by far the womt in 
the party's history apart from the 
1945 election, when the Tortes won 
eight par cent of the vote with 
candidates in fewer than half the 
province's ridings. 
But top strategist Jean Bozin, a 
Montreal awyer, says he senses 
that with the Conservatives in 
power, a lot more people are in. 
terested in running as candldatm. 
.Nobody seriously expecls pro- 
vmclal suppm't would be enough to 
bring about a repeat of 1968, but the 
idea of a provincial party appeals to 
some Quebec Conservatives .whO 
feel It would increase the gM'ty's 
day-to-day presence and make i[ a 
more credible alternutiwto he Lib- 
erats. 
CONSUMER 
COMMENT 
With the return of warm weat~.~ ~ andd~ysldewalks. 
more and more people are once again exchanging 
their walking shoes for wheels and enjoying the season 
from a rolling vantage point. But this year, there's a 
difference. 
• The ever.increaslng numbers of bicyclists have 
been Joined by skebeb0arders'and roller skaters, and it 
looks as if this is a revival that will be with us for a 
'long time to come. 
EnthusiastS of all ages; shapes and sizes.are f ind~ 
that these pastimes are not only fun and enjoyable" 
form of exercise,but also that they are an inexpensive 
method.Of transportation that ts free of pollution, 
traffic and parking problems. 
If you are about to indulge in any ora l  l of these 
wheeling activities for the first time, or are dusting off 
your old bicycle or roller skates after years of neglect, 
here are some points that you should condider: 
-Before purchasing new equipment, consider an- 
• ring or harrowing for your first try at the activity..If 
you find that you don't enjoy it or that it isn't what you 
had in mind, you (viii have saved yourself con- 
siderable e~pense and inconvenience. 
-Once you have made the decision to buy, consider 
the brands and models available and choose one 
suitable ~ your needs. Why spend more for a ten 
speed bicycle when a 3 speed or 5 speed would suit you 
better? 
-Obtain pre-purcliase information from your local 
• library consumers' group from Consumer Infotel, and 
then shop around for the best deal. If you are buying a 
bicycle, remember.to l ok for the CSA (Canadian 
Standards Association) mark of approval. 
-Before, using it, check your equipment to make sure 
that it is in proper working order. Throughout the 
season, continue to care for it and maintain it ac- 
cording to the retailer's or.  manufacturer's in-. 
structions. Doyour bicycle tires and inflating? Do the 
bearings in your roller skates need oiling? Should your 
skate boot leather be conditioned? 
-If you are new or rusty on your wheels, practice in a 
vacant lot or sidestreet until you are confident enough 
to go out on public street°. Learn to use your equip- 
ment properly and in the way that it was intended, and 
be aware of any traffic regulations that may apply. 
-In pedestrian or vehicle traffic, always.use com- 
mon sense and courtesy. 
And remember, THINK SAFETY. 
I QUID 
RIDES9 
J with 
Greg 
Middleton 
While the improved weather might have some 
people tempted to get out there in the garden to dig up 
the vegetable patch or root around amongst •the 
peonies, I prefer to follow along behind and pick up the 
worms. After all, with worms you can go fishing. 
Spring may turn a young man's heart o thoughts of 
love but for me it is time to embark on the .annual 
aladghter of all manner of things fishy. I am afflicted 
with that strange condition which sees my hands and 
arms covered in scales every year about histime. 
I get an overwhelming urge to put on strange hats 
and rubber boots that come half-wuy up my chest. I
am convinced that creatures which feed on 
mosquitoes, flying ants and the larval forms of other 
insects, as well as the young of their own and other 
Sl~cies of fish, will not be able to resist snapping at 
bizarre combinations of feathers and hair. 
A love of fishing is not an avocation without risk, 
however. Last year about this time I came close to 
getting into serious trouble because of it. No, I wasn't. 
breaking any of the fish and game laws. I had a fishing 
licence. I wasn't in a prohibited area and I wasn't 
taking more than my limit; nor did I meet a bear or 
get lest. 
The problem occurred before I even got out fishing. 
It was a bright, sunny Saturday morning. I had 
started out to do the obligatory spring cleaning. The 
first job I tacEled was to sort out the closet, into which 
I had been cramming a winter's worth of things that ,  
didn't have any other home. 
The first thing I pulled out of the closet was a fly 
fishing rod. Well, I ask you. Could anyone have 
resisted the temptation to see if it still worked. I mean 
there wouldn't be any use in putting it somewhere else 
ff it had deteriorated from lack of use over the winter. 
I simply went out onto the front yard to try a couple 
of experimental casts. That was when the trouble 
started. One of the neighborhood rnggamoffius came 
down out of a tree to ask my if that was a fishing rod I 
had in my hand. A bright little lad he was. I was 
almost sorry I had spent he winter trying to run him 
down for throwing snowb~lls at me. 
The little darling came to the immediate conclusion 
that if I was going fishing I would need a supply of 
worms. He was soon overturning every rr~:k on the 
block. Within minutes he had recruited an enUre team 
of youngsters [o turn out his father's comnest box. 
after extracting a promis of a penny a piece'for good 
fishing worms, none of the shinny, stripped ones 
allowed. 
The little wreic~<.,' ',hnost bankrupted me, to say 
nothing of decimati.% ~he worm population, probably 
• for miles around. I had all kinds of plastic ice cream 
con~ners, jars, and cans and even paper bags full of 
worms, in no time at all. 
lhad so many worms, in fact, that to keep them I had 
to put a lot of them in the vegetable crisper in the 
refrigerator. They stayed there in remarkably good 
condition until my girlfriend went into the fridge to see 
if I had the makings of a salad. After she stopped 
screaming, she pointed out that had the vegetable 
crisper been intended for worms, it would have been 
clearly labelled "worm crisper". I thought hat a 
little short sighted of her, but decided itwas not a good 
time to debate that as she had calmed own enough to 
take aim with something from the part of the fddge I
hadn't urned over to the worms. 
t I 
. .  ,. 
N "G G • o jumor  hockey .  
seen for Terrace .
Any consideration that men's team , While the 
~e. .  Terrace Minor. T imbermenwerea senior 
zwcsey Assselation may team, ieeflme would bela 
have  been "gfv ing to major woblem If loom 
forming a Jun io r  B teams ~Xisted. . 
.h~.k.ey, team will ,,be Selder added ' that  if 
he ldmaDeyance"unt i l~t  formed, .a Junior team 
least the 1980-81 hockey' would play in the Pacif ic  
season,, according to  Nor thwest  Hockey  
Association pres!dent, l.~mgue and would bear  
Bernie Selder. some similarities to the 
• Seider etated thatthe former Terrace Cen- 
tennials, a l though the  organizat iop had con-  
sidereal such a move for new team would stress 
this year, but because of opportunit ies for 'local 
eons iderab le  e f fo r t  players. 
already expended by the "We couldn't  make a 
.Terrace T imbermen teem'before from locdl 
toward forming a team players because we had  
for the next hockey anew rink, but over 'a  
season, plans had been per iod .  Of years  th,e, 
dropped. ~a.y.ers nave neve~opeo, 
" It  takes time and a 
little doing to get ,such 
things organized," ex- 
p la ined  Se lder .  
Selder explained. • 
• He  noted  Pr ince 
George and quesnel had  
had such teams already. 
and sal d that stressing "An • ything that happens local talent instead of 
nan got to be a combined forming teams made up 
effor t • with everybody of players who |ravelled 
Two coac~s with National Bowman, who as coach of 
Hockey League playoff Montrea l  Canad iens  
experience, similar ideas collected four Straight 
and nearly 20 years each of Stanley Cup titles, said 
scouting background will Wednesday he will coach the 
have a chance with Buffalo Sabres jointly with forme~ 
Sabres to prove or explode Toronto Maple Leafs mentor 
the adage that two heads are Roger Neilson. ' 
better than one. He introduced Neilson to 
• reporters as an assoclato 
coach and said he is anxious I t - -  . i  j u  ya'caTe'" to use European-style 
coaching and scouting 
practices in the NHL. 
"This is a concept which dumped has been successful in other  
areas, and we expect it to be 
successful here," Bowman 
aft " "YOU will see it !n the way 
organ ized .  Other coaches bust can help in the areas of 
videotape and statistics, I
also want to set up com, 
munioutinus 'from the bench 
BALTIMORE (AP)  - -  to another point in the build. 
Jockey Rou Franklin was 
i n~."  
grounded Wednesday by . He said Billy InglEs, a 
trainerBuddyDelpfolIewlng scout promoted to coach 
the 19-year-old rider's arrest after general manager 
in California on'charges o f  Punch Imlach and coach 
cocaine possession. Marcel Pronovost were fired 
, ,  , l ,  He s suspended by me, last December, would he 
Delp, Franklin's contract asked to remain as an 
holder, told the Baltimore assistant coach. 
Inglis's role was not 
Evening Sun. "As of today defined, but Bowman in- 
he's not riding my horses, dicated itmight he as a third 
That's all I 'm going to toll coach and liaison in Buf- 
you." rain's new agreement with 
It wasnot clear how Delp's Rncbester of the American 
action would involve Hockey League. 
Franklin and Spectacular Assistant general 
Bid, the Hawksworth Farm manager John Andersen 
colt he rode to victory in the may become a casualty of 
the Neiison hiring. Kentucky Derby and 
Preakness Stakes before Anderseih who managed 
finishing a disappointing the club most of last season 
third in the Belmont Stakes after Imisch's departure, 
said he was never told ct the 
June 9. news conference. 
Bid isrecuperating at "I told (owner) Seymour 
Plmlico from the effects of a Knox to pay me off on my 
pt~ettwe wound in his hoof. contract," he said. 
He suffered the injury the Bowman, asked about 
morning of the Belmont Andersen's willingness to 
when he stepped on a safety leave the organization after 
pin in his stalL The coltisnot 10 years, declined to corn- 
expected to run again for meaton his status. "I can 
about six weeks. • say that John was aware 
what was happen rig, ,,~ 
Franklin, released by said. 
California authorities on Bowman, who was hired 
$1,~00bood, was expected to by the Sabres this month, 
retUrn here Wednesday from and Neilsen are nearly the 
Hollywood Park, where he same age -- 45 -- and got to 
finished 10th aboard a 25-1 knew each other In the early 
Shot in the sixth annual All. 1060s while scouting for the 
Star Jockey Race. Montreal organization. ~ 
Involved and with from town to.town had 
eve~.body's..support." advantages. . , 
• .~.mer  explained that '~ iS  is a way of 
although the  Junior "B"  keeping kids at home and 
~ea.m woum ue a "young in school," he concluded. 
I ' CHECKS D UG 
I FOR OLYMPICS J 
l , MONTREAL (CP)-- A Games Feb. 13-24. " l 
l system . of advanced . The International [ 
I analytical instruments o Olympic Committee has [ 
I detect he possible use of banned the use of five l 
l drugs or anahollc stereida different substances by l 
I by athletes taking part in athletes before and l 
/ the 1980 Winter Olympics daring the dompetitine, i 
/ at Lake Placid, N.Y., is These comprise such I 
/ he~ assembled at '  the stimulants as amph~ta', i
[ National Institute of mines, narcotics uch as I 
I Scientific Research ere, morphine, cardi/|c' and l 
| it was announced Wed- respiratory stimulants, l 
| nesday, sympathomimetlc I 
l "me system will be amines - -  such as  [ 
I moved to Ray Brock, ephedrine-- and anabollc l 
near the Olympic site,' I n  steroids. I 
/ November and will he Some of these drugs I 
used to test fluid samples induce euphoria, others I 
chus.eo from ~p reduce pain, increase the I 
pror~mately 2,000 com- flow of oxygen to muscles [ 
' petitore taking part in the and increase their size. I 
TWO"Old pros 
I 
to get chance 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP)  - -  General manager Scotty 
 ches 
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" " LETTE 
TERRACE-KITIMAT RS TO 
• THE ED T R 
The softball  tournament con~but ioutowar~fcest  
held last weekend was 
termed a success even special thanks to Ed 
though the host teams Schlosser'and Mrs. Donna 
• ", :.. "]. captured the Squirt, Pen. Wrigley for providing um- 
Wee and Bantam tourney pares and scorers. 
titles. 
A total of 48 games took Bouquets to the Terrace 
place under sometimes hot Herald . and to Lm 
but ideal weather conditlom Harrington of T.K. for their 
and when the last ball was coverage during the season. 
caught, Vic• Frosse of My apologies hould I have 
Terrace defeated n ga~e omitted anyone at this time. 
NewAiyanshLilSquirtsllto The winners of Rouse 
] 8 needing an extra inning. LeaguepinysreVlcFroeeein 
- New Quadra Travel over the Squirt Division, New 
Kitimat Kiwani~ 16 to 7 to Quadra Travel in Pee-Weea 
- ' win the PEn-Wee trophy and and Moose Loyal in the 
" * . ,  CanCel all-stars defeated. Bantam section. 
' ~ m ~ m mm .~.  Kltlmat Johnston Barclay The annual "Awards and [ -  n n T F and Scalfe in the Bantam . . . . .  
' ' ~ ' " b f f  U K / ~ D~v~:lnot~. d gr.. a~ardfOoot: 6~16~daNiteevenlR~a:be~l~r~t 
' " behalf of the Moose Ledge p. ., ry . 
. ' "  ' ' Everyone involved with the 
. . : . . • I would like to take this Girls Softball Association is
- . opportunity to thank the welcome to attend and enjoy 
, . . many volunteers who the scrub games, hot-dogs, 
- -  " . . . .  assisted with umpiring, coffee etc. The program will 
• 1 - - -  1 1 drNk .drNk scorers, .• families who also see a special presen. 
• I ~r l~o J ' l k - i4s t~ M, , .~t~ .M..M- f~qA l~ ~..M I - . .B  ~ bllletedplayers, helpedwith tatioufoi'aformermember 
• ~L JF  ~"~,  •"  ,~  • •wt '~ B ~ , ~ - B r ~ - I I  ! • - ' -~h ne  -~ the food concession booths of the local executive. 
"~" "- - -~i l l~ w ' j ' i "  p~I . ~  Mrq~ M=, I~ ,qb , / J L  ML/~L,4L ~ ~ ~ provided by the Fugeree & Players areasked torett/ru 
• • • v . . . ' the Fearless, the Terrace their team sweaters to their 
' B~,  THE CANADVS~ Dn~Q ~V~ " .o . , '  o, o' Parksand Rec/~eation Board coaches. . .. 
' - ~  ' " " " " - ' "~"  " - - ' "~ '°  " "~ '  and ~cnool"-'--  ,,oar(i,- " parent'- ' " 
[..= % f f  ~ [ . Boston .batOn be.tiered . Gorman Thomas sparked who attended the ,o.,ea . . , |  ..... .A aineere thank-you to the 
Iil ~- '~" - -~/ /  r s  r" k" I k I Ak  I ' r  I tour uetrolt'pitcaem tor 14 a tour-run Milwaukee third . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ':. e~ut ive's  upport duri-o 
hits incl " • cneerea mew nangnters ann •. "'= II[  . r I= IMIM~I~I  I I , u.dings|xhomerune inning mth. a run-scoring to the Lo"al Order -f '"~ .'myttrmasPrnsident, ithas 
I II ~ _ ~  . . ,  ~, ~ . . - .~  , ' I and fiveaoublea, ndcruis.ed double, help.leg the Brewers M~,~ rTe . . . .  ~ ¢~/~.  been quite an experlmce. 
l ~ . ~ .  ' kP ~k • ~ [u ~ ' I to a 13-3 rout of the 'l~gers m ,eat the Twos. "" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' Len Chi t  
I ~r  • ~ mxr '~t -O  n American League baseball All nine Kansas city " * . 
I - " , ~ • I action Wednesday night, starters hit safely, with 
NATIONA_I. LEAGUE AMERICAN L E A G u e  " Fred Lyan_ iButch Ho~.nn GeorgeScott getting three . . . .  : - - _ ' 
sam . ann umgnt  ~vans each nee stngxes ann ueorgn ~rett wo ~. . . _ - "N  - -  l n ! ~ - -  J "-11 - -  • 
~,,,,,,,, w ~ p~. OIL ,ffi... a double and a homer in triples, as the Royala routed - "-- : _ - ~ 
P i~b~6h , "~ ~ ;'~I 4 " w L Fct. OSL . upport of seven.hi t pitching Oakland. , m, - -  - - _ . - _ -__ 
St. LOuis 33 38 .541 4 Baltimore 44 ~l .M7 -- ny Mike "rorrez, 7-4. Carl - The Royals collected 13 ~ i J . L  ,4, ~ ~ ~ ~ " j  ~ A ~ ~"  ~ / 
Ph!ladelphlo 35 31 .S30 4'/= ~.~mn. • ~0 3$ .6~S 3,/= Yastrzemski .  Bob Watson hi ts  o f f  s ta r ter  Dave  
mcago 31 30 .sos 6 m.,wauxee ~ 30 .ss~ 7 and- - -D  ' " ' - -  =~'"  - . . . . . .  - -  - = :  - - -  y " ~= - - - - 
New York ~q 34 .410 12 New York 35 33 .515 I ;  j im wyer  nag me om~r ,ammon,  z-2, anu reaever - ~ ~  / < _ - - ~ - 
• . worn v~tro!t. 31 31 .50o t! homers for the Red Sox ~i~le ' CraigMinetto, insending the i ~ v~ -, ~ =. . -  " . .  _ =_  _- 
manUc~n~atl ~ 3219 .~ .~, ~nd ~ 3~ .~S ~ Rick Burleson and Ca~lten A's to their ninth loss in 10 i Ik ~ . g .  M , ~ '~t~, .~--~ k "i ~ . .~ i  
LS~ri Franclk'o 33 35 ~IS 7 . . . . . .  Fisk had.the other d~l )~,  games, -. . . . . .  
:~_n p l~ 9 . 32 3~ .45~ 9~. west • Champ 'Smnmern 's"  ~o-  Renn le  S tennet t  t r ip led  .~  ,' .......... : ""  . . 
At~iln~la g !ee ~ 4328 '3~ I~ v~ California 41 ~, m, -  run  s ing le  h igh l ighted  and scored onLMaeny [ .  _ '  , , ; :  [ 
~n,d ,y  kema',t, Teaxn~, r,,~ ~,  31 .~0 ~,,', Detroit s three-run first. 'Sanguillen s tie-breaking I ~ []  A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  A | 
~ p~mt~/,.sSLn-cl~ at l~ . M~'~o~';'" ~2"s;"~; ~ Baltimore Orioles also sacriflceflyto!iftPlttsburgh I I ~ n i i ~ h  [] [ ]  ~ | 
' ~.~t;~.~u,u~-~$~.nsn ranclsco 5 Chicago 31 3S '470 S'/~ rode the long ball to victory, over San Francisco and give II VlMHf lK ,  i nlKq  i rlUlOBl~qllO Ig AIlOlIIO 4 ~et t  " ' , " • Ho, | tonSNewYork4  Oak,~e . ~ 0 . ~ : ~  gstt ing four th - ien ing .home the P i ratea their  f l f lh  con. II , 
San OI~03S~'LOUIS 1. . . . . . .  " . . . . .  ,~.,z runs from Gary Roenicke, secutive victory. II /~ iusn lau  nnaun~ nut  m | 
[ Wednesday •esuifo Eddie Murray and Rich Jim Mason's llth-inuing ' ~bAflAUIAR OMf lU~ URLI) 
,or.  ,-s D. uer.ln scerin , a. double drove in  ommy, 
uevrolt 3 • trlumpn over uieveianu Hutten with ,h,i N,, ,he, i . .~  mm ~ 
Chl~go at Pittsburgh. N Baltimore 5 Cleveland 3 lhdinn~ i n n eaton ahm.t~nnd . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ~ / n n I 
_lOS Angeles at Atlanta N Seattle 5 Chloe o 3 _.---- - - -  o- .  . . . . .  -: . . . . . . . .  ve  Montrea l  its rv  i r I - I  u • ~n s • ga victo 
. Francisco at Cincinnati N Milwaukee 8 MinneSota 3 to 5~ lnrnflga Dy raln. over Cincinnati - -  g I I  i l  ~ I  r . '1  • 
~,nW~O_[k_ aj.~..L~ls N . Texee aL.Ceii~ornla . A two-run homer by Bobby. ' II ~ i Jim v | 
a,  ou lmn m KanSas City aT oaklanm Bonds helped Cleveland Pete Rose moved into II • [ !  ~ . . . . . . .  | 
" . " " bu i ld  a 3-0 lead in the third eighth place on the all-time'. I I i / OAHTON • 
~'~ : . . . . . . . .  1 • . ~ '~ . . . .  ' before the Orioles uulo~ded, hit list, .coll ectlng, p ~double II " I "  | 
, .~ .~1~]11~1. I r !1~111 * ,q . ; . J ] l~HP i ] lq l  . . . .  ~' lnotherAmer ieanZ~eag,  ie a,d...,.a'. ~ome;~:..~lm.,-.as ~lfr,~v.~9o s ~J-'Cf" ~ J,I~.,Y ~ ' t~?  ~1 *t W~I  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,[[.~,,t../..= . . . . . . .  ' • gnmee,'New York Yankees rnuaaelpma neat Atlanta. ' I  .... ~.~,. ,., " ~0 ' . .  ~ ~lJ] ][ - ~lZO ~- ,  "~ 
. beat Toronto 2-1 before the The hits lifted Rose s career I '  " ' " o . g '  , " ! 
. 1 • • ' Blue Jays scored a 3-2 vie- total to 3,252, one more then | " , _ . • 
" r ld : !Y l "  Or l f l l l l l l t~g l t - r~ tory in the nighteap of.their Napoleon Lajoie. Willie I . . . .  _,_. n ¢ ,d , rd~W ~]1~|~ • 
I ! 
I Terrace Shopping Centre 635-7261 i 
Seattle Mariners topped with3,233. 
OAKVILLE, Ont. (CP) -  company in his pursuit of the Chicago White Sox 5-3, An run-scoring eighth- 
Hale Irwin doesn't expect o $63,000 winner's hare of the Milwaukee Brewers blasted inning triple by Craig 
face the same. mental $350,000 p~rse. Most of the Minnesota Twins 8-3 and Reynolds gave Houston its 
anguish e did in winning the top money winners on .the Kansas City Royals defeated victory over New York. 
United States Open go l f  profess iona l .  Gol fers Oakland A's9-2. 
championship last weekend, Association tour are here for In the' National League, 
Pittsburgh Pirates beat San 
Francisco Giants 8-5, 
Montreal Expos edged 
Cincinnati Reds 5.4 in 11 
. innings,  Ph i lade lph ia  
Phillies whipped Atlanta 
Braves 10-4, Houston Astrns 
nipped New York Mets 5-4 
and San Diego Padres 
defeated St. Louis Cardinals 
Ti:.RRAC. F. 
but 'that doesn't mean he the 72-hole tourney, in- 
thinks there is less prestige eluding Tom Watson, the 
in "winning the Canndtuu leader with $353,974. 
Open that gets under way  LannyWadkins, runner-up 
here today, among the moneywinners 
"I'm not being derogatory with $185,873; Jerry Pate, 
-- I would like to be in S the 1976 Conpdian and U.S. 
position to win the Canadian Open champion; course 
Open, but for obvious designer Jack Nicklaus and 
reasous the U.S. Open means Lee Trevino also are highly- 
more to me," the former regarded. 
University o f  Colorado Twenty.three 23 
defensive back said Wed. "Canadians --,spearhead'ed 
nesday after a practice by the three PGA tour 
round over Glen Abbey's. regulars, Jim Nelford of 
challenging 7,059 yards at Burnaby, B,C., Dave Barr of 
parTl. " Kelowna, B.C., and Dan Hal- 
"I want to Win here as ldorson of Shilo, Men. -  are 
much as I wanted to winat among the 156 scheduled to 
Inverness last week and as tee off for today's 18 holes. 
much as I want to win next Terry Miskolczi of George. 
week," said Irwin, who town, Ont., was the latest 
ended an 18-month drought Canadian addition when tour 
with his victory at Toledo, . regular Ron Streck pulled 
Ohio. He won the U.S. Open out Wednesday. Miskolczi 
in 1974, the last year he was amongthel0alternates 
played in the Canadian who qualified Monday at 
Open. Trafalgar Golf and Country 
He will have lots Of Club. 
3"1 .  
The Yankees gave 
returning manager .,Billy' 
Martin his first victory in the 
opener when Bucky ,~Deni 
drove in the tying run and 
scored the wiener on a=wild '
pitch in the fifth. Thei,Blun 
Jays won the nightcap on" 
John Ma~'berry's ninth- 
inning home run off Ray 
Burris. 
Catcher Bruce Beehte 
doubled to set up a run in the 
first inning and singled home 
a run in the fourth to help 
lead Seattle past Chicago. 
Willie Herren added his 301st 
career home run to the 
FUN 
FEST 
Sunday, June/24 h 
Skeena 'Second  
Field Admission' FREE 
SPORTS 
Repor ter  - photographer  
.REQUInED 
by the Daily Herald 
This is an opportunity for a young men or woman who knows 
the local sports sane to become a reportor.photograplmr. A 
knowledge of local sports is essential and the ambition to cover 
rtslocal and learn the desk work Involved in editing and 
layln out pages. 
A driver's Iiconco and trensportetion is required. Salary to be 
determined by previous exporlmco. Apply at the Dally Herald 
after noon. 
and FREE DAY CARE 
AQUATIC SHOW 
AT Till,: ARENA POOL 
6 • 3.30 PM 
i i i i  i 
Sponsored by Prov. Rec. & Fitness Branch 
Young Can. Works Grant 
! A 
Page e, The Herald, Thursday, June 21, 1979 
Lot tery  sa id  a go ld  mine  
OTTAWA (CP) --  Loto would be a good thing for us much as I can get. Ican'tput resolve the issue in an 
Canada is like gold mine and or the provinces to retain," a figure on it. I will ask for amiable way out of the cash 
Sport Minister Steve Papreski said in an in- the maximumIcanobtsin." flow from the provlnctol 
Paproski thinks it should be 
kept operating to extract as 
much money as passible. 
The lottery "is making a 
substantial profit and it 
Labor dispute 
continues 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) -- The provincial labor 
relations board continued 
efforts today to settle alabor 
dispute at North Central 
Plywood Ltd. in which 300 
employees walked out after 
a shop steward was 
suspended. 
An officer of the board 
conducted  separate  
meetings with the company 
~md with Local 25, Pulp, 
Papar,~md Woedworkers of 
Canada, w,hich represents 
the employees, 
The union said the shop 
steward was suspended 
because she left her place, of 
work at an unauthorized 
time. 
II In  
torview Wednesday. 
The government remains 
committed to its election 
promise to get out of the 
lottery business and 
Papreski said he will discuss 
plans for the federal with- 
drawal with the provinces in 
August. 
But, ,,i,m not sure whether 
we can give it to the 
provinces. It depends on the 
formula (for funding 
amateur sports) we can 
come up with." 
Paproski also said he is 
having second thoughts 
about giving any lottery 
money to help build or pay 
for hockey rinks in Quebec 
City, Winnipeg and Ed- 
monton. Last week he said 
he felt bound to fulfil 
promises by the previous 
Liberal government to 
support the thr*ce arenas. 
He also said he wants busi- 
ness to play a greater role in 
supporting athletes and 
universities to grant more 
athletic scholarships. 
Asked how much he wants 
from the provinces to 
provide for national sports 
programs in exchange for 
Loto Canada, Paproski said: 
"Well, I'm l.ooking for as 
II 
Studies by the previous 
Liberal government, which 
prepared legislation to give 
Ottawa a l l  Lore Canada 
profits, said sports would get 
$20 million to $30 million. 
Ottawa gets five per cent of 
the lottery's profits under 
the present sharing 
agreement with the 
provinces. 
' Papreski saidhe is certain 
an agreement can be 
reached with the provinces. 
"If we give them agood deal, 
we expect hem to give us a ' 
good deaL" 
The lottery has been •
dogged by controversy ince 
its birth six years ago as the 
Olympic Lottery. • 
Papreski said last week 
that instead of terminating 
Loto Canada, the govern- 
ment mightwant to continue 
it for six months to a yea/' to 
raise the $10 million he felt 
' bound to provide for the 
three hockey rinks. 
He said Wednesday that 
the more he thinks about he 
arena deal, "the more I 
wonder i f  it is really 
necessary orshould I maybe 
back off and talk to the in. 
dividual provinces and cities 
concernedto see if we can 
lottery." 
Papreski said he blames 
former justice minister 
Mare Lalande, not his 
predecessor loan Cam- 
pagnalo, for the arena deci- 
sion. " i t  was a wrong 
deeisiqn, we shouldn't'be in 
political sports." 
'He said he plans to discuss 
with National Revenue 
Minister Walter Baker 
whether tax changes could 
be made to allow businesses 
and individuals to deduct or 
write off athlete support. 
from their income tax. 
Businesses want to 
beeome involved in support 
of Olympic stars of the 
future, Papreski said. "We 
need the right people to 
merchand ise  amateur,  
sport." 
People in the fitness and 
amateur sport hraneh and 
businessmen with an interest 
in sports will be ealledon to 
seek support in the private 
sector. 
Tax changes could also 
benefit universities and their 
alumni who want to set up 
athletic scholarships. 
II I 
PWA 
TOLD 
NO 
OTTAWA (CP) .-- 
Pacific Western. Airiinas 
has been refused per- 
mieston, to serve. Lath- 
bridge, Alia., on its 
regular flights .between 
Vancouver and Ed- 
montm. 
.The Can~adian trans .p.ort 
commission sa id  Wed- 
nesdey that introduction 
of one return flight a day 
by PWA would definitely 
improve service to an 
estimated 27,775 
paesengera travelling be- 
tween Lethbridge and 
Vancouver. 
"But it would do so at a 
cost of diverting sub- 
stanilal passenger and 
cargo revenues from 
Time Air to" Paclfio 
Western," sa id  the 
commission. 
~A would place I 
Tune Air, now providing l 
Lethbrldge service, inn 
serinos jeopardy, it said. i
I 
BUSINESS D I R E C T O R Y  
/ 
VAN'S OOHTRAOTING 
• ' Furniture Repair  
Restorations," Hope Chests • 
~Custom Made Furniture Refinishio 
~ General Building Contracting ' 
U 635-5585 , 
2610 galum St, Terrace 
i 
I i 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of 
Cement, V, Yard Concrete Mixer available for rent. 
• WE DELIVER,SATURDAYS 
PHON S 635-3936 
• F.J.H. READYMIX 
Construction Ltd. 
'/~JH 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhill 
For Insights 
into Insurance 
~!~i~! - -Fami ly  Protection . 
~~i - -Mor tgage  Instance 
~~- -Bus iness  Insurance 
~~- - lncome replacement 
'~~Regts tere f f  Retirement Plannin 
.,.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . Brian MontgOmery 
Representative 
Business • Manu~Life Business 
63S-9236 The Manufacturers Life Insu,ance Comnanv 635-9236 
EASTSID°E 
GR OCER Y .& LA UNDR OMA T 
OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE 
(~f~" /  DEPOT 
e Phillps, Magnavox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon..Sat. --  9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Fr day --  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4~2;I l,~kelsP 635-4543 
Car leasing u "p" . . . . . .  " 
• ,,.~ ' • ! " . . "  . . ,  , '~.i,i~ ! 
vANcoUVER . (C~) - - '  Avis took l8porcen~of the 'one open •category for alliT ~ 
More people arelesalng ears rental business last year in companies wanting to serve ii 
rather than buying them and nine ma~br airports., the nine major airports. Thls-i'/ 
;the trend is growing, says Taylor also soyshe wants ' v/ould avoid double-blddlng.i.~, 
Robert Tayior, president ~ the federal government to by Tilden or any other big L', 
the Avis ear rental operation rewrite the bidding rules 
in Canada. ear 
Taylor says 40 per cent of 
dridl~iriVato motoristo might be 
Hng leased vehicles in 10 
years, up from 25 per cent" 
• today, excluding those with 
companyowned ars . .  
Avts now operates three 
different ear leasing corn- 
panda and is enjoying good 
business, despite heavy 
cempotltien,, he says. 
"ALmost every Car sales 
company of any size offers 
lease arrangements, so we 
have iofs of rivals," he says. 
Avis ranks .third among 
Canada's ear rental 
operators, behind Budget 
Rent-A-Car and Tiide~ and 
ahead of Host. 
Published information on 
how the market is divided 
among the companies is 
Limited. The only facts are 
published by the federal 
ministry of transport and is 
limited to lousiness at the 
~country's major airports, 
which accounts for more that 
half of the gross car rantsi 
receipts nationwide. 
OPENING SOON! 
Wayside Groceries 
4711.G Kei th Ave. ,  
(Watch  th is  Space for  Open ing  Date)  
Plumbing • Heating • Commercial Servicing 
' Residential. Industrial. Specializing Gas Fining 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger  
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD. 
"UnlqtJe Bathroom Boutique . . . .  .. "." 
443A LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box $34 PHONE 638.9319 
.TER RACE, B.C. V8G 4B5 OR ~35.9320 
Install & Service Gas, Wood & O41 Furnaces , 
Custom finishing. Renovations - Additions 
CEDAR SPECIALISTS 
Canadian operator. • :!,L 
governing how airport 
rental, concessions, are Taylor says he would not :~i 
oppose a reserved' category, .~ 
awarded, being retained to protsat'~i~ 
in 1976, the last time bids small Canadian ol~'ators .~:. 
were made for concessions, 
a massive mix-up ncourred, wishing to bid at any one~ ' 
There were multi-million airport.' • ' ..~ 
dollar lawsuits, night.time The president thinks the~':~ 
eviction r@ids by police, ministry of transport has~! 
business losses anddofauits sought too much from L~ 
on rents. . operators-  accepting any:',,/ 
Categories for bidding bids no. matter how un-'... 
realistic they are. ~ were devised by transport 
ministry offlciats. One was "Thny charge fat rentsfor 
enoponentogoryforforelgn- counter space end for car 
based operations, like Avis. parkingandthentheywanta 
There wei'e also restricted share of receipts tee. One 
categories for smnil-seule company, eager to get into " 
and country-widn and the airport busini~s, offered 
wholly-canadian companies. 
Avis nearly get bumped 
when Tilden chose to bid in 
both the restricted and the 
open untegodes and came 
ahead of Avis. 
After much squabbling 
and an attempt o forcibly 
evict Tilden's airport 
counter staff, Avis was 
allowed to stay on. 
Taylor says the next time 
bids a re  called-this Oc- 
there should be only 
Box 643 r236.4686 Terraoe, e.o, 
them 18 per cent of gross 
receipts. 
"It. can't be done," he 
says. "The company found 
out that it cannot be done and 
began defaulting on its 
payments." 
Taylor says in its drive for 
cash, the transport ministry 
encouraged up to six 
operators at one airport. At 
United States airports, the 
mus.t allowed are four. 
i I ' .- i DIV IDENDS 
By. THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Corporate dividends 
Wednesday, quarterly unless 
otherwise noted. 
AGF Management Ltd., 
• class B pfd., five cents, Jd]y 
5, record June 27. 
BM.BT , Realty In- 
vestments, t rust  units, 
estimated 28.5 eentl, July 31, 
record June ~." 
Canada 1Yustco Mortgage 
Co., 33 cents; 7~ per cent 
pfd. B, 25.25 cents; 73/4 per 
cent pfd. C, 33.75 cents; all 
payable Oct. 1, record Sept. 
7. 
I, 
$197,831, 12 cents a share; 
1978, $73,773, eight cents. 
i 
Equitrust Mortgage and 
Sa~-Ings co., dividend 
normally payable on com- 
mon shares in July will be 
omitted. 
PoP Shoppes Internalleaal 
Inc., 8½ per cent 1st pfd 
series A, 53.1 cents, July 15, 
record July 1. 
provigo Inc., 25 cents, Oct, 
1, record Sept. 7. 
Provincial Bank of 
Canada, 25 cents, Aug. 1, 
record June 25. 
Scott Paper Ltd., 17.5 
cents, an increase of 2.5 
cents, July 31, record July 
16. 
EARN, INGS,  
M.*, ,d Spencer[ DOLLAR Canada Inc., 13 weeks ended ' April. 50: 1979, $2,018,000, 
iess, no share figures; 1978, 
~,501,000, ides. 
Mineral Resources Inter. 
national Ltd., year ended 
Dec. 31: 1978, ~47,625, 12 
cenis a shere; 1977, $565,350, ~ p m ~ ~ l  C]~D S 
less, no share figure.. . 
Ogilvle Mills Ltd., year 
ended April 30: 1079, at 
$16,M3,000, $5.34 a share; was 
1978, $I0,455,000, $3.50. 
Sclntrex Ltd., three InNewYork, theCanadlsn 
monlhaendedApri150: 1979, dollar was down 1-20 "at 
$0.8497, and pound sterling 
was up 1.20 at $2.1335. 
JOOK'S EXCAVATING ,TO.. ! Gi,A(: IER .i 
Excavator dO690B I L ,.~ 4418:~egion Avenue 
A '.~-%'" Terrace, B,C, 
Backhoe M.F.60 ' I ~ " '  ~ " 
J ohnB lack  ' Ai.i.i.~all~ IN~l~a I ;_,,,.c. " ' "  "" '"  I A Con, p.lete Glass and 
Sl24 McConnsI I  i r l l . l nun . t . -1K iL  I Alu,n~num Service 
)NE 635-6357 
l U I 
Cleaners Ltd. 
II w , 
FOR THE BEST IN 
SUEDE AND LEATHER 
CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and Mini Mal l  
(Next  to Mr .  Mikes) 
635-2838 
i 
STOCKS D & A JANITOR SERVli)E 
Rug cleaning by hot water extraction TORONTO (CP) Tha issues went up, 102 dropped 
2 rooms & hallway- $70 -most houses ~ e  S~~g!i nnd 163 were unchanged. 
There was heavy trading 
FREE ESTIMATES ' , . among resource issues as 
New Cinch Uranium was the 
635-6622 4732 Ha ih  e l i  most active stock on the 
exchange and dropped five 
cents to $1.55 on a turnover of 
~ issues, which had been 693,200shares. 
SMAbL APPLIANCES - LAWN MOWERS. 
RENOVATING, BICYCLES - ETC. 
Handyman Unlimited 
3943 Mountalnvlew 
Terrace, B.C. 
Call BILL or DALE 
638-6277 or 535.3967 
dropping sharply the 
previous two sessions. 
"Volume was 5.36 million 
compared with 4.05 million 
Tuesday, 
Among indust.r ials,  
Noranda Mines was up 3% to 
$48~, Dome Pete 27/s' to 
~03/4, Canadian Occidental 
Pets 2½ to $423/4, Hudson's 
Bay Oil and Gas 1½ to ~1 
and Texagulf lnc, 1% to 
m?/8. 
Canadian Pacific was 
down '1 to $511/4, Canada 
Cima Resources Ltd. 
gained .16 to .95 on 252,125 
shares, Liberty Petroleums 
sd~pped .08 to $2.40 on 14s,00o 
res and SNA Resources 
added anickel to.25 on 97,081 
shares. 
'Among other esource tra- 
ders, Mountaineer Mines 
gained .03 to .60 and Rio 
Plata Silver Mines added .11 
to .98. 
Auto Marine Electric led 
industrial traders and was 
unchanged at $5.50 on a trade 
of 10,100 shares. Taro In- Malting A 3/4 to $53½, Hardce 
_ Farms seven cents to 93 
MARCOUX ' ] J ~ cents, York ~amhton five i -- o ,, ,. . . .  Ho= Pro.Toch Electronics I : a l  ; , r  -nwneer.% RESIDENTIAL & HOT WATER Aasociat~ V, tO $5, 
Offices, Custom J HEATING AL--TE~ATJ--O-NS&~E-RV!CE Placer Developments ad- 
vanced 2 to 1331/4, Roman 
SERVING TERRACE & K IT IMAT i f  F i~ ' .  homes ,  Fireplaces Minas 1 to $19½. Can~lo nishi & ~ '~" Corp. l~tom~andBrenda 
WeServlceAllCommerclal& Home Entertainment t Mines declined ~ to $15|A. 
Warranty Depot remodeU ! lOS  Ranger Oil Canada gained 
lanyo loundaslen, Kenwoed, Admiral' 11/4 to 130%, Numac Oli and 
Morse Electrophonic Gas 1¥4 to two/4 and Chief- 
Hammond Certified Technlcian I 635  2359 "½.rain DevelopmentSskye Resourc sl~ tofeil V4
33011KALUM 635-$134 I 6-3916 Mountalnvlew Ave., Ter race ,  I v 2 - 4717 WALSH AVE. to  $53/4. 
I 
'
I PHONE G38-1468 TERRACE,  B.C. 
, VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
• . Prices were mixed in active 
I IIII trading. Wednesday as 
3,627,313 shares changed 
Cal l  us at  635 .6357 9 to 5 han. on the Vancouver Stock Exchange. 
Advances held a slight i I i I edge over declines as 116 
dustries remained at $3.70 on 
7,600 shares, Austin In- 
vestment Corp. was run- 
ehanged at .75 on 5,000 
shares and Goidale In- 
vestment A gained .35 to 
$5.25 on a turnover of 4,600 
shares. 
Northway Gestalt was un- 
changed at $1.50 and Grouse 
Mountain was steady at .90. 
Ronrico Explorations led 
curb traders and added ,08 to 
$1.02 on 54,600 shares. Santo 
Sarito Mining ga!nad .02 to 
.74 on 39,.900 shares, Bisnca 
Resources rose a quarter to 
$3.70 on 32,300 shares and 
Traus-Pac Ventures gained 
.13to .80 on 50,000 shares. 
Meridian Resources 
dropped .03 to .32 and Cusae 
Industries was steady at 
$1.25. 
V •! . L . " ~ • - '~  • " ,  . ' : ,  , .  - ~ . ;  
I 
. "  ~; ;~ ' "  "':/ '~ / i ..~, i i"-:":, ii- ,,...:-: ..: : ;"  • , " 
. • . ,  /H• ; ,  . . . , . , .  . • . 
~., ~ ~ y ,  ~ =, ~m, ~..~ 
Studies called inadequate 
OTTAWA(CP)--ThoNa. pogud~aday, " have resulatiom on the Generally, it follows the 
t/onal Indian Brotherhood An EnvL,~mnent Canada " amount otf l~rlde that may regulations d the U;8~ or 
says federal health depart- officlalsaid Canada doe~not be dumped Into waterways, other countries. 
sent  arsenic, lead and.- 
,Sro.lyin¢ompetexR'flu°'Ldep°llutl°a'tudtesare C U ] t a n d  clash seen i 
mint be kept out of the 
proposed Cornwall Island 
fluoride lnvMtiption. WINNIPEG (CP) - -  In. eho~ o~fences ¢onunittecl I think you 11 find ~hat 
• "Wedon't  want any o~ dian and Metb Canmd~nn by natives are directed mo~e and more o~ the people 
tho~e guys sitfln8 on any may be headed for a violent towards their own people, will come out el a ~ road 
(monitoring) board whenwe clash with whi~ society, They am the victims o~ ex~tence and find them- 
know the study Ls going to be ,saysUnlvenltyofManltoba assaulhu, robberlmandmur, selvea and their cause." 
very controversial," a p~ofesuor Loourd denu, 
K -- ' --~-'  "This can "h°"'e V ' '  New native IN(:kml W III be brotherhood environment ,,,-,-~,. ~ - :  ra 1 better educated and will spokesman said Wednesday, Kamimki said ~n a recent p dly, bow'~vor, H you ~.,,.. , ._. , .  ~..~._ ,  ~.,,. 
"We'renotnyin~wedon't In erview that evidence o~ were to ariP~ that the war is . . . . . .  w ~,,,, , -~ wm 
the h~h crime rate among on right now, '~m could iu tm and their Olpp~lUm. 
want health offlcLab," he Camcla'm native people ia argue that it man~mts ltMlt They will ilso wln morn 
said, "If  through their w and more nup~ frtm their 
research andth~dr stud, s found in the diepropor- pret~ e l l l o le ly i . te f=~ "- ' -1-  ~ ' - - ' - - ' - ' -  ,a 
their credontlals are im- Uonately h l~ number, o/ Indian Jail populaUons-- for ~ ,,, .~ , . . , , . ,  . . ,u, 
peceable, they're accept- mti.vepeople in cocrecflonal the_..tlmo...b~," . . H enaldnatlvepeoplemuut , 
able," i Ina_tituuoas.. . ., "rn,e ma.Lan" and M.O.Ue win nose  autonomy tf they 
Health Minister David Tne ~ure  us seven umea menuqv cam m someuung show tbelr "nationhood," 
, Cromble has promised an in- as hlSh for the Indlan and fl~at could even change ~ "They will have to be 
qUiry followln8 recent Metls population as for the s~rucmre of Canada, recognlzedlfthatnatlonhood, 
reports that. fluoride white population, he aid,  ~ said. is shown to be there, and I 
pollution from the Reynolds Kamimki a id  that while We ndliht end up with think It will be shown to be 
HetolaCo.ofManena, N.Y., the native community'~ some.t~.  ,l~,e sovere~lnty- there during th~ n~ct few 
has killed cows and hostility traditionally hu  usoemuon, years." • 
vegetation and has impaired been directed inward, that " . 
health on the St Regis In. 'could change. • . • 
dJan reserve, nituated on a Native people have beell ~-~.wu t~-~ ~.q ~.  
chain (~.lslands in the St. both vLctlmizers and vie- ~ l l i l l q ~  ~ 
Susan Ewart demonstrates • rescue breathing skills 
Red Cross concerned that Bu, head 
know necessarY, sk ll . "th Clark q3~q.P  3q~. , ,M ,q / .  The health department lias dominant white society me-- - " ' "  
depended on urine samu~s, rather than the native . q.,,~, VV JL .~ 
Less than ten peree~t o f  ~e  Canadian said Ewart, "rheres aulolutely no Uaie to  whlchhavealreadybee~d~, co mmunl~.. OTTAWA (CP ~ . ~'= . . . .  "11 . . . . .  ~'-- • M h ~ ~r .~ wm ,,ta;tma ,,,,,1. credited by the,U.S, 8over'n- . y y lp~s is  is that M/nln . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~_  ~?~sN~, . . . . .  
population have an  adequate understanding of p0nder.the situation." ment, for testis,  air confrontaffon between the - - ~ry,~r~= .?um~m.~. .  ~n.eaum~.. zm~mrs.sml!~ 
_how toper fo rm arltfieial' ru l~ratton,  This Ewart  said that if rescue breathing is begun -ollution levels .° the' native ~m,l ,  tion of r ids .o[t~amma:s mostpowerml mretSn trip as pr l~o 
l~ure,  released by the ~uid /an  Red Cro~, is wlthth one mlnuto f the accident, the chances of ~rotherho0d . . . .  - . .~ . . .  eoun, . .a~l"~. . .a~_,mnt ,  ~usmen mmnu ~or con. mlnlsterandhhuflnutotflml 
, .  o~vstv ;a innu  ~ flea ~,ava~ 
mld ~ be a maJor cause of drowning fata]lUes in recovery Is 98 pe~ollt .  "Although there wl]] d socle Is el ~ w l u l~t im IX~ ~ I~.~ m c~unt~r~thse~rsl.~th~ n i l ,  g n8 rlghtno . 
~mada.  always be except lou to the rules," said Ewart Reynolds'snol(esmenlmv~ and ~t  it in vialont tn a t/clpafloa in next weean mootpowerfullmoonmtho 
,, ' denim responsibility, for considerable extmt~ but that . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  n - generally speaidng, there are eight po~tts ---- - . . . . . . .  -. - - - -  wemm eeommlc manndt mn-Commuabt workL 
Ewart, Red Cross Area Consultant for . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . .  humanre la ted  • heal th  violence b directed inwards m.~u~l an ~o=~o.. . . . .  .Margaret .Tnatc_aer o=. 
the Water Safe h, Service was in T,~,'ace and .  wmcn t~ea t. 'ron says snotuo De ~cep~ m nuns  n~blems such aa brittle Within the natlv~ ,,,-~,latlm .,~ouneem.em o~ r rmys  ureas ,  vinery ctu,eard 
n~4nted out thni'~t ~ I !  h= '~  ~a ~- - t~. ,  ^~. when practlslng rescue breathlng,', They are: ~e'th andbonea, but has been itself , " ' "  priv.a..to .meo.un~ was _.ma~ d'.En . .t~. of_Fr, mace_, HelmUt 
~,,,"-'H,,.. ,I,,. ="7;,,,~.'~.--,,,-~..,,.'--.,a.--,-- ~"~ ."~=,.".~. The sooner rescue breatldng is started, the ,, ' on weanuaay  as clara ~cnnaa¢ ~ wm~ uermany, paying compennation to U,S. The high incidence in the ............................... 
" "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ~' greater the  chance of recovery ,  farmers near the plant for prison population in ~ew~u~,~. .m~. .s l~_ ,~ ~,.u~_ ~a~.~,meunm~ observers as pomlble, the mechanics of rescue As 1o . . . . . . . . .  --  ....................................... h~ntk i .~  " ~g aS the lo~auon Is sale, ao not ~ con- cattle ntrlek~m with fluo~- nomethlnu we should n~t ,,,.~, ~w=. .u  ,~ .a~,  mam3~sm ~m~s 
- - .=~- -o :  . . . . .  . cernedwlthmovtngthevict!m.Thatcmbedone ore. overl~k-~ut try to anatv~ ~rticllmtin~ in  ~ con- Ja l~  aud Giulio. Andreottl 
The eomnanv also mints and understand" ---- .l.e~me am ulen cloMted ot Italy and Clark will face 
when onecomdderl  ~mt mere Neon@ can later. . . . .  / • ou, ,,.o, Fo~=a,o-~2:,"*~. s .  . . . . .  ;^,..., ..^. mm~H wl~ Jams G~N,  me anothe~ around a hale 
• ;p ! 
m..~n_the dl f f  .m~. . .between ~e and,death, Make s=e the vict im s airway is olear and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~" . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " . . . .  '" -"'~'-~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  d=ha~.tm=.~ ^¢#1,~lat. t.,^nfatl,~, hn~.,~,~. .a,h.. .,,,. vwuuuuv nuvu~&', W ~v.uuu, nowuip.[muuul;wlgl"m 
CnadLaudm tunderstandthebmlcteehniqu,es ~ •. With t l~ 'V ic t lmly in~ on his back, open the ! • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,= ,~-w ,,-, nt rnatlonal Joint Com- could take place on short ,~..a . . . .  t,, . . . .  ton... . ,  
m.ou~,4~n, outh or other forms of art i f ic ial  ' °  a/rwa]~.fu]l~ byllRlng khi neck wlth one hand and mlsslon hearin~ that there notice unlen something is " ; ' " ' - - ' . ' : ' . "  - . " , " : ;  prime mai le r ,  who at. rmplrauon.  : ~ maintaining hls head on the ground with the were no human health done soon, Kammkl a id  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . . .  - I . . . . . .  
oblems related ,, • mau=a me prewolm conn. ' ~.~ar¢ pointed out.that ap. lv~lLvld~l lacking ;~,otl/er hnnd. ~/~i~,~ pr to fluoride The.whitemnmuntstop . . . . .  surencu . . . . . . . . . . . .  aria WhO w.  xnves[ure ,  
Ol~ge n for as long all five minutes, still has a Pinch the noslrlls to prevent air leakage, on the island, proeranunaung on a sumner . , _ , , . . . .  , .  ,t., . . . . . . .  ,, . . , The ReyDolds smelter O'" of native ,~,,,o.a. .~.,,., ~,,,,/,,,,,,~ ,t, mm v~ m~m = = 
" " ' . . . . . .  - - " ' "  defeated in the May twenty-ave percent chance of survwal, An ad- Seal one mouth over theotherandblowin,  Idlometre downstream from among them land clalals . . . . . .  we J [come~1 
dlf loml five adautm, however, wgl~ see the Remove" n~ou~ a id  r l~eue the noa~ga, m=uoa the island, discharges I,~00 or he could have a far larger ~. . . , , .  . . . . .  , , . . a , . .  ,~,~,~.,,.,~ , ,~,  . . _  
tm ~, , , ,~ , .vv ,  sv~m s ty . run ,nU l l  &vnv&~sv  ~,torl, - -  ~4N~ victim's chaneu fan dramatical ly to ' Ja r  one =llowL,~ air to ueape  from the lungs, po d=offluo~deftanesin~ problem on h~ haad= In a . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
pe~..ceat,. . " Cont~atarateofeve=~sL~seeondsun~lthe the a~ each day and hun- re¼t~v~yshort t~ne," v rmays  meeuns mesas  au~etmvutw=wmoeam 
• "r.a.e m. . .p~ce; . . thereo f .e ,  .M;  w iner ies  ~dct~a recovers or unt~ somebody qualified d~e~ of pounds of fluortde Kanduki said the blue o~ ' P=et~__ .G.~don, cbairml.n of ~ .bu~. .~ i.  Brl . t~ 
wnahm in fn  fha  ~t  maf lva  l and  t im|ms | t  hm ~ 0 ;  du l l  C[e Ur l l l~ lx 'e  ~ ~o IUmDl l l  Huonrces In= 
reaeun l  qmemy can't ~e empmmzea enough," ck~lares the individual dead, Lawrence.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  damentalandwlllbe prowl , "  chaiman d Bell Canada; vmtment Carp, in Aunt ,  
• - The Aluminum Comnanv with more vigor u vmnnr  l~.llnd_ Fr.az~n,.p~L_dont B..C: .P .x~nf~. Bill Bmmott 
d Ameri M t'Z~...~ ,,.,,..n. ,of, . . . .  .'u..a.---"=- ~ me ttoyal Isana o~ can- maua woanomay, 
CRTC to ignore the Content ~'~;'n"~t~'v°'~'='~"'~"'--~"" '-d!;lanBa-'r~y'chairman . . - , cour tmy=m . . . .  • " " :: Be  ' rMM ""  ..~ .... ;~ ~ : . .  ~ -,,~ • , . ~. - - - .k  =-a,...aa . . . . . .  .,,.._= __ _,. . . . . . . .  os~un ~oaummm ~orm~ ununrlO vremim, wumm ' ' "  ~' . . . . . .  ~ '~" . . . . . . .  ~" ~ ' " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,: ' " ....... " . . . . .  lte~ m u=.. i  • I ~_;~?~.~.~v~.~,,.ns : ,  . . . . . .  . a~= . ax~ ugou~ ~w,uuv -.-~l~'M"~hl, --.-,r~="~" -..,.-.,~..=,,.,...~,..~~"~'=~'~-~n~'° .!. 
t 
' l l  v. ~-um ~4:UUUUJ~U ~mlu l~"  I[,U ~ U]U tate regulations 10 the Kamlx=ki tuchom nochnl s . . . . . . . .  "._'L _, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
li'uJl.,L, ~ue. (CP) - -  toromtod In getting involved informed," he a id  at the for a melon to be nuc~onl~l, "nu~e~n' .._.-~,n, .--o"~ .'. --------~n""" v '~u~ ~ ~yo • I oconoxme oppo~unmoa m The Grass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  aJa~ June 28 a~ 29. iris p~e.  • .Pierre ~amu: .cha l~n.o~ lnthe,,eontentof broacleut open.lag of a corn.minion Heworep ly instoCamu mulmvumio~rm upeem ox nauve nmnu~ In ,, ' 
St, Lawrence about elilht and mimilatlon =robl~ms Fle~naha¢~ Mth l~r . . John  , The corporation Is .~.  
me ~anaalan Kaato- awe, ~armg on news ware mer- who n ld  he feared ntatlom kilometren aw=v . . . . , ,u  .,,M, -. .~:~..= ...:.--.,,,..,..=xwrmsmxsnrs =eager 8overnmen=,"  
tolevlelon and Tele. "Neither the Broadeastlng vices available to radio mlght take news servlees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  MASS" Flora Ma - ' ' - - -u  Be . . . . . . . .  
~n,~m~unieation| .Com. Act  nor the comminlon stations, and ' there wou]d be a trend No ~f lc iab- -  Canadian or • ~"""  " " " " " '  
s 1on, assured areas, envmsm any interference Camu sald there seemed to towards automatic radio American --  monitor iver 
elmterl Wemmday that the to the free fl0w of newl imd beabulem~=undermn~ag staUo~l" fluo=~delevel=dowmtronm • ~=m~ , i ~ = ~ , m ,  - ~ , m m ~ .  ' • 
commlulon "is not In- totherlshtofthapublietobe that the commlnion wanted v^~.. 'u . , , _  . . . . .  ~ t~, from the smelters, both in • MLd I [ ]  i J  TM U U A~ ~1 Y m~Mu,~ • 
• . b,=,  thv.v. ,,=, N;;', ; " ' - ' - - - -  . . . .  " = '  M=,=,  , , , . , , .  n mr. nn nr. rn_ . x u nn n 
• , , .M. . . . .~ .,.,=,~... o .a  amo, spo=eo¢learlo~ The New York state en- II . ~ ~ ~  . . . . . . .  ~ ~ II 
" - - "es   ---srtdbutl. n, ews.a,, . . . .  a - - , .  thenewemerviceoftoomueh authorizedVir°nmentaldepartmenthUReynold! to a l~V 'ur~"u~q'w~ ,wq lu ,  w ~ , v , . , q m •  • 
dump an average of 710 
t -9  D-e  " " d l  that can dlan brdeast ln= "" " ' "  "~ " " "  " " ' " ' ' :  ,,s ' - ]/.itP°uxtdlof 1,.el f uoride a daY,pounds, 
o r powers where it new it has with a maximum ore.day 
pe ationn of news wire too much authority over net i nc inerate  nervicu, nor did it believe works John Kenna, engineer with 
the state conservation 
Off le labbepnburninl i the the nurmnll reaching their regulaUonorbyarentdctive Oo . .a ,o .m,v . . , L . . , , .  , department, said Alcoa 
41 beached eporm whales iu'eu. . . . interpretation of the .~,;..~,,..~.;,~,..,,,~,,.,,..~,,,~ expanded product ion  
• row.  p . i~  = iq~ uM~i~39 uni.,.I mar hem thls m~M,  u.ru~ Mate, an anfatant Broadeutlnl Act, ,,-....~ . . . . . . .  ~ . . ,  . . . . . .  , , . .  recently and applled for a 
• - ~IU 15UWO 01~&'VAqSg |b BU~UD State olice uaid the o~euoroftheOregonState ,,,,,a,,~ ~.n ,  .#, , ,  ,I,, ~n~vmitv Marine S~I--~= But the commiuLon did .to radio stations im not a amountspermit to dumPof  fluoride greater'into he 
whalm . . . . . . .  •_--Sweilhlng . . . . . . . . . . .  a total ~ Center a't Newport, . . . . .  uLd hav-v a due": to exauntho the m,wor,~" u.-- u¢..m~-" . . . . . . . . .  o~, me river, 
• ,,,,, . . . . . . . . .  ~ k.  exam,-=., , - ,~- . . . . . . .  t . .  newu nervl~m avallable to BroadcantlNl Act became it At times, he said, Alcoa 
k,u,~,,..m ~,~n ,~t , , ,  nn hv more than 30 scle-tl,*, radio statio~ to determine is up to the stations whether violates the limit imposed by 
~ ld  dti---~s~ . . . . . . . . .  ~s  shown no indicatio"n-~ "whether they were networks to carry the live newscasts it its current permit, whl~ 
• d~e~e as defined by the Broad. provides allows the dumpinl o~ ~0 The treneheu orl insily . ' 
• wm'o d .  beca=e ~elallm He madd.ont .= found no ~S~r~A~t,.a,nd_wet~ ~t t~ x 'q~set lm~q~or  ~e BI~ 
planned to bury the sam-  trace of brain damage due to ,=s,-- - :  w 
- - ! -  =-"1 ' - .  ~.o-,,-'".~'," -arasiten as so,,= ko., commiuion, newsoAista and because there 
.n  
Pitch health officer suggested the "This is in incredible an~appUeaU°nbyNewsradl° casting time to the news buried carcanas  would opportunity to study these Ltd. which wants to provide service, it is outside the 
cause a greater health rare mammals,"Mate said. its customers with an ex- Broadcast Act, said BN 
hazard than burning. The " I  have had more than 40 perimental live newscast lawyer Peter Grant. 
• whales will be buried after requests from museums all between midnight and six Questioned by • ©ore- 
they are burned, over the world ,k ing  for a.m. Stations taking the missioner Paul Kringle, BN I R 
scientists agreed to skulls and some asking for newscast .would have to  general manager Bob 
remove all the whale' Jaws full skeletons." carry a one-minute com- Trimbee said editors would ME 
and teeth so there will be He said. the Smithson/an mercial contained within it. have five minutes or less to 
noflling left'of value when Institution in Washington, Taylor.Pamaby, head'~ look over a written ban- 
D.C., has only' two such Newsradio, told Camu that scrlptofanewscutbeforeit 
the remaim are buried. ~ Keep Canada One reason for early heal- skeletons of sperm whales, he could foresee no danger of went live over the air. But 
tansy about burning was the He said he would try to save radio stations relyin8 solely BN hoped to extend that time ~ Beaut i fu l  
unpleasant smoke it would 10 skulls and let the on wire services for their frame before the end of the 
produce. But Darrell museums arrange to p ick  newu'L°calnewswasamust year. 
them up. ~,.................. . ..... ~.................... . . . . . . .  , • 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .~.~.~:~...~i~.~.~.~.~.~.~:...~;i;~.~:~.~.~.~...~.:.~.~;~; Johnson ot the state en- Mate said the scientists, ~.~..~..~.~.~.~.~.~.;~.~..~..~;~;`... ..~;.; ;~.~.~.~;~.~;.~;.;.;~; ;~.;~:. : z.~.~: ..~ .z '.-'.-'~., .'-.;./.'.'.' " vironment department said ................................................................. ';'..'.'~;"';'; ........ ';............... '~ ...... "~...':.-.:.:..,:.:.'-~'..'; working around the clock, 
a few days of smoke would mlght come closer or even 
remains wash Up on the question why whales beach .c ~L q~ " ~ i . J . J _~. l Lq l . l~ ,  A 
beaches for the next few themselves and die. Dutch Va l ley  
• , _ . .  M . ,  WANTED Cedar  Crescent  Area  ' Police nald they received ' u ld ,  United States selentlsts Kofoed Dr lve  ad  
hundreds ol phone eaHn from will learn more about sperm 
around thaworld Inqulrlng whales from this one  Thornhl l lSt .  au .  . . . .  ..,~. 
about the whales. Dozens of stranding than they have for  the fo l low ing  area& Hemlock  St. , .  y , ,u  wu, , t  -u  
people from the central learned in the entire history Highway 16 West move merchandise and 
Oregon coast also called to of whale research. Woodland Heights show big profits then give 
North Eby Street this captive audience a 
F ive  mai l  robbery W, lowCr.ok Read reason to come to your place 
. of business. Newspaper 
Advertising builds traffic for Uspeets  were  caught  ,f you are Interested In one of these routes please phone stores. S 
OTTAWA (CP) -  F , . . shed ,  elty police sald 635 6357 ~,:,,,,:,:..,T,,,,, 
- " - * "  " da l ly  h rald in QUebec City and Miami, A sl~kesman said MO~- Pia., after travellers' t ro i s  Michael All~rd, ~,  between 9 a .m.  and S p.m. ' cheques tolon here durlng and  Chrlstlan Cypriot and ' 
the $3.S-mlillon postal Lyme Duchaine, both 22, `~:~:~;....~:~;~.:~:.~:~:~:~:~:~./..z.z:~.~:.~.~r//.~/V~~<~.~~ ~ ..... ~ 
robbery Easter Sunday were were arrested In quebec City, , :,:,:.: . ................ ~,','.'.',~'.','.'.'~'.  ~'  . . . . . .  : ~ ~'~.z~ . . . . . .  ~; ~'~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ;~ ......... ., .~.X~:.~ : :.:;: :.:~;:~:.:.: ~;~:~.:.:.:;:; .~.~.~.:;:;:~`p ~: ~.:~.~ ~z :~...:~.~;~::~.{~.>:~.~c~z~:~.:.:~  ____  • 
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CP Rail  
starting an 
upgrading 
program 
t 
LAKE LOUISE, Alta. . :'All four will give CP a Thatproject, atanestimated the line will beireduced; " kilemetresoftrack.Thepro, are being taken. ' ' 
(CP) -- CP Rail has started neautlful operation corn- coat of $133 million, is still freeing some for service gram calls for mns~ve cuts ' The transport commlutoa 
a four-step improvement pardi with their present' undergoing feasibility stud-~ eleewheveln theeompe¢y's to be made in thero~k faces ordered CP Rail -: to 
lx'ogram to reduce gradea on" on_e: Eastman " sa id . . .  ' IT, " . , ,~ . operattonsandcuttingdioael, d the mountaim acd use of specifically word its. legal 
its main line through the 'rne upgraumg projects . .  If Beavei' dcesn t go, • coats, Strolek ankL Frsight LS million yards :of/flH, . contract'with general cert. 
RockyHoantalm to the Wfet ar.eatLake Loniae in A/~rta Eastman said, "it will be a capacity will be.Increased. The work at Lal/e Louise tractor Loram lriternationni 
Coast and. give Canadian anu salmon Arm, vtan- severe blow to CP and the The projects at Clan- 
exporters faster, more ace- William and •Beaver in Canadian exuort industry" w~aed Salmn, A,.h, ' must comply with guidelines to ensure none of the ca-,  
• heroical serviee~ . . rltish Columbia. Clan- , Mike Stmlck, CP Rail Cal. involving the upgragUngof~ designed tominimize en- vlronmental protecUon 
E.W. Eastman; director of. w iil~m lk near Reveistoke gary area superintendent, kilometres of track, will be vironmentai.damage.' guidelines are violated, ~lle 
the Canadian transport and Beaver is in the Rogers ":said' he. anticipates 19 completed later this year. Eastman ' chairs a said. . 
commisslon'g, rail systems Pass area. Weethound freight trains a The : Lake ' Louise superv isory  committee "This means, the con. 
which monitors the technical tractor can be thrown off the development braneh~ said The project at 'Beaver day will be using .the 'upgrading, the first major andenvironmental .aspects job overnight ff one of the the full economic benefits of would involve constructio/i upgraded route, by 1985, 
each of the font" projects in of 34"kilometree of track to compared with 14 now. • .. : ra{lway: construction i  a ' e/the work." workers does omt~hing like ' 
the upgrading will not be reduce a 2.2-per-cent grade . ,  The number • of . .naiiomlparkslncethe1880s,: Mter touring the slte East- harming the fishing in a 
realined until ail four are in tooneper cent--  a riseof locomotives, a t  about involves twinning and ~ mananid he was astisned certain river,". Eastman 
operation. ,. one foot in every 100 feet. MI00,000 a.plef.e, required on reducing the grade Ct 8.8 that., adequate precautions said. 
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StlR'ti July l,there 
will be some changes made 
to Unemployment 
Insurance. 
i '~ [, 
Unless you worked 
at least 2oweeks 
the past year, these 
angescould apply 
toyou. 
In December 1978, Parliament 
changed the Unemployment I surance 
program. Changes tarting July 1 mean 
that some people will have to work longer 
before they can qualify for Unemployment 
Insurance benefits. 
Please remember, these UI changes 
affect only those claims which start on or 
after July 1, 1979. And, the changes may 
or may not apply to you. So please read 
on to see if you are affected. 
(You'll find terms uch as "Weeks of 
Work", "Qualifying Period", "Variable 
Entrance Requirement" (VER), and 
"Unemployment Rate" 'marked by an 
asterisk (*). For easier understanding, 
see the box "Explaining UI terms" at the 
end of this message.) 
Here are the details of those changes. 
Have you worked 
20 weeks or more in your 
Qualifying Period* ? 
If so, this message does not apply to 
you. For you, the number of weeks you 
need to qualify for regular UI benefits 
and for UI illness and maternity benefits, 
or the one-time benefit at age 65 has not 
changed. 
Are .you working for 
the first time? 
To get UI benefits, you will usually 
need 20 Weeks' Work*, no matter where 
you live. 
An exception to this would be if you 
were on a training course approved 
by the Canada Employment and Immi- 
gration Commission for at least 14 weeks 
in the year before your Qualifying Period*. 
Then you would only need l0 to 14 weeks, 
depending on the Variable Entrance 
Requirement* where you live. 
Are you starting to 
work again?, 
Ifyou're coming back to work after 
being away a year or more, you'll usually 
need 20 Weeks of Work* in yoiar Qualifying 
Period* before you can qualify for UI 
benefits. . 
This applies wherever you l ive. 
This 20-week rule wori't apply, however, 
if you were in any of the following situations 
for a total of at least 14 weeks in the year 
before your Qualifying Period*. 
These are the situations 
that count: 
i. You were getting temporary worker's 
disability compensation from a provin- 
cial program; 
2. You were receiving sick or maternity 
leave payments; 
3. You were out of work because of a 
labour dispute at your place ofwork; 
4. You were on a Commission-approved 
training course; 
5. You were on UI claim; 
6. You were working in insurable 
employment. 
So, for first-time workers and those 
coming back to work: 
A. If you were in any ofthese six situations 
for a total ofat least 14 weeks in the year 
before your Qualifying Period*, then 
you need only 10 to 14 Weeks' Work* in 
the Qualifying Period*, depending on 
the VER* where you live. 
B. If none of the six situations fit your case, 
you will have to have worked at least 
20 weeks to qualify for UI benefits. 
NOTE: If you are retumin'g to work 
after being away more than One year, the 
20-week rule will normally apply to you. 
Did you get UI benefits 
in th6 last year? 
If you got UI benefits in your Qualify- 
ing Period*, there are new rules that may • 
apply to you- unless the Unemployment 
Rate* in your area is over 11..5 per cent. 
I. Ifa claim you had in the last year has 
not run out, you may be able to renew it, 
2. Ifyours is classed as a new claim, you 
will need the usual 10 to 14 Weeks' 
Work*, depending on your local VER*, 
plus up to six "extra" Weeks of Work*. 
The number of"extra" weeks you'll 
need epends on how many weeks you 
got on your previous UI claim. 
You need one "extra" week (up to a 
maximum of six) for every week you got 
over the VER* needed in your area. 
Here's an example: 
You need 12 Weeks' 
Work*in your i region (your local 
VER*) to qualify 
for benefits the 
first time. On 
your last claim, 
you drew 15 weeks' 
benefits before going back to work. 
Now, youwould need the usual 12 weeks, 
plus three "extra" work weeks. -(Tha.t's the 
difference between the 12 weeks you need- 
ed to' work and the 15 weeks of benefits 
you drew. In total you would need 15 
Weeks' Work* to qualify again within one 
year. The most anyone needs anywhere 
is 20 weeks of work to qualify. 
Again, please remember, 
when the Unemployment Rate* 
in your area is over  11.5 per 
cent, this rule won't apply 
to you. You'll need only 10 
Weeks' Work* to qualify for 
regular UI benefits. 
Other changes 
have been in effect since 
January 1979: 
• • The weekly benefit rate was reduced 
to 60 per cent ofy0ur average insurable 
earnings (from 662/3 per cent). 
• Most people mployed for less than 
20 hours a week are no longer covered 
by UI. 
• Higher-income claimants may have to 
repay part of UI benefits drawn in the 
1979 tax year. This Will only affect 
people whose income, including UI 
benefits, isover $20,670. This will 
be explained when you get your 1979 
tax return. 
These things haven't 
changed: 
Just as a review, these points haven't 
changed: 
• You may still get UI illness and mater- 
nity benefits and the special benefit paid 
at age 65 ifyou've worked 20 weeks in • 
your Qualifying Period*. 
• There's till a two-week waiting period 
before UI benefits tart. 
• To get regular benefits, you•must ill 
be available for and looking for work 
each day you are on claim. 
V 
* You must report any work and earnings 
while on claim. 
• You can be disqualified from getting 
benefits for up to six weeks ifyouquit 
your job voluntaril3~ you were fired for 
misconduct, or if you turned own a 
suitable job offer. 
• You can still appeal adecision by UI 
to deny you benefits. 
Explaining UI terms: 
*Weeks of Work 
This means weeks ofwork that are 
insurable.for Unemployment Insurance. 
Most employment of 20 hours or more a 
week is insurable. 
*Qualifying Period' 
What UI- calls your Qualifying Period 
is the 52 weeks before we start your claim. 
Or ifyou had a claim in the last year, it's 
the time since that claim started. 
*Variable Entrance 
Requirement (VER) 
To qualify for Unemployment Insurance 
benefits, you must have worked from 10 
to 14 weeks in insurable employment 
during your Qualifying Period*. The exact 
number of weeks depends on the Unemploy- 
ment Rate* in the economic region where 
you live. (See below.) Ifyou don't have 
enough weeks to qual@ when you file your 
claim, we keep your application in the 
compute/" file. If the Unemployment Ra e* 
changes so you then have the weeks you 
need, we will send you a notice. 
*Unemployment Rate 
For Unemployment Insurance, the 
Unemployment Ra e used for each of the 
48 economic regions of Canada isnot he 
current monthly Statistics Canada 
unemployment rate in each region. It is a 
three-month average ofseasonally-adjusted 
monthly unemployment rates. 
Canada's Unemployment 
Insurance Program 
WoNing.wi people 
• whowant  towork . . .  
I q~ Employment and " Emplolet Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
Ron Atkey, MInlaler Ron Alkey. Mlnlslro 
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Seine net crew untangle debris fr°m net f°llowing cast f°r br°°d e" t S 
chinook stock,, shor age 
Kitim t sees fisheries prOject getting worse  
trying increase salmon Stocks 
gasoline shortages worsened still lining up to fill up at gas 
by ChlekCMlderhose • on Wednesday, and offlclak stations in Baltimore and 
Virginia, Maryland and Washlngton. The limits were 
the Dtstdct ~ Cohnnbla intended to discourage 
ddne' by  seining and g/llnetfln s. 
Due to the silty opaqueness of the Kitimat, 
finding the adult chinooks needed for agg-taldag 
is a problem. The fish are invisible in the turbid 
waters. So, too, are submerged stumps and logs 
which snog the net, causing endless delays in the. 
operation. 
• A counting fence on une of the trihutaries ofthe 
river, would solve the problem of f'~ding 
.spawners~ it would also provide fisheries 
resenrchers with precise data on migrating fish 
in the Kithnat, 
Thus far there ~ no fence but river and 
watershedstudies arein prngress concerning the 
feasibility of siting a ' permanent hatchery there. 
In the meantime the dwindiiag stock of, in- 
digenous chinook continues down. 
Colin MacKianon, biologist in charge of the 
• pilot hatchery project, believes that even with 
"enhancement" the Kitimat chinook run may 
never fully recover. He regards the pilot hat- 
chery-with its annual ordeal of seining for 
spawners-as a-beg inn ing . . .  ~. 
"We're trying to get a headstart...to crank 
some fish out and to get an idea of some of the 
problems that will face us before the decision is 
made to spend the three million or whatever the 
permanent hatchery Will cost." 
Given a fuliscale-sized hatchery on the Kitimat 
system, MacKianon feels the threatened chinook 
stock can be saved. '~he hatchery, would 
• produce both chinook and clium," he said, "and 
there's talk of including coho." 
Hatcheries are just one of the tools being used 
to restore the westcoast salmon stocks to their ~ 
pre-1900 levels of abundance. It is all part of the 
15-year, multi-million dollar Sulmonld Enhan- 
cement Program. announced by Fisheries 
Minister Romeo LeBlanc in june, 1976, 
At present, new hatcheries are operating or 
under construction at Pallant Creek, Queen 
(~arlotte Islands; Bella Coola; Tlupana, Nitinat 
and Puntiedge on Vancouver Island. Other 
projects include fishways, artificial spawning 
channels; rearing ponds and incubation units. 
SECOND SECTION 
worked together ~n an odd- motorkts from "topping off" 
even rationing plan for nearly full gas tanks. 
drivers in the metropolitan Officials in Montana, 
Weshingtm area. Idaho, Utah, WasMngton, 
• Odd.even rationing began Pennsylvania, Nebraska, 
in parts of New Jersey, the Nevada, Wyoming and In- 
New York City area and diana reported Wednesday 
Connecticut o~ Wednesday. that gasoline supplies were 
• A plan covering all of New adequate and ratioal~ was 
• Jemey was to. begin ~,t not planned. 
midnight. Diesel fuel was in short 
Virginia Guy. John Dalton, ~upply in some areas as 
Maryland Guy. 'Harry  blockades by protesting 
Hughes and Washiqten independent' trucker~ 
Mayer Marian Barry were pcevented deliveries. 
. working on a rationing In Florida, a federalgrand 
scheme Wednesday, said jury was investigating corn- 
Paul Edwards, an atde to plaints from Tampa gas 
• Dalton. , dealers that local 
Despite minimum gasoline distrlbutors were holdin~ 
sales requiremeste -- $5 for back fuel allotments while 
• four-cyllader cars and ~7 for prices climbed. 
• • . - . 
The Kitimat River is turbulent, turbid and. 
slate-green i  color..It is short and shallow. The 
rolling waters forever carve new channels. 
:..Sandbars hift, shores erode, trees toPple. For a 
time the green foliage trails tn the rushing 
waters but, eventually, the tree becomes another 
deadhead. 
As swift, silt.laden and brush-choked as it is,' 
the Kithnat is an angler's river. At one time, it is 
naid,whan the coho and chinook began to run you 
coma cross the river walld~ on the heads 0f" 
fishermen. 
The anglers till line the hanks of. the Kit/mat 
River but the chinook run has declined. Part of 
the reasonis ports fishermen. The main reason, 
however, is the effects of logging~in the Kitimat 
watershed. Clear cutting of hillsides has caused 
changes in water-flow that are harmful to all the 
resident salmonid species but particularly 
damaging to the chinook. . • 
, Fisheries dep~rtment biologlst~ e~te  that lii6-iidhddl run chinook i,e "to 'the" 
Ritimat to spawn has fallen from between 6,000 
and 6,(}00in the 1950s to only 2,000 to-day. 
The large chinooks-pr/zed by the rod and 
reelers-can't compare in numbers with the 
20,00O average chum run or the 100,000 (even 
year) pink run. But the larger numbers of these 
smaller species results in proportionatel); more 
chinooks being taken by the commercial troll " 
fishery. 
In an effort to slow the rapid decline of 
chinooks the fisheries department has set up a 
pilot hatchery on the lower K/t/mat River with 
assistance' from Alcan. Some 100,000 chinook. 
eggs were incubated here in 1977 and a simllar~ 
number in 1978. The resulting fry were released 
to the river. Mature fish from these releases will 
be returning from 1980 to 1984. Only then will 
fisheries be able to measure the success of the 
project. 
Since it is only a temporary hatchery, adult" 
spawners must be czptured alive from the river " 
to provide the necessary eggs and milt. This is 
r 
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FUN FES TI VAL 
THIS. WEEKEND q 
The org~mization f the Fun Fost, co~oosor~l ' 
by a Young Canada Works grant, a provlnelal 
recreations and fitness branch grant, and the 
Terrace ~reat ion  department is underway. 
one~=y festival will be held Sunday, June 
The schMflule for the day is as follows: 
9:15 a.m~Chlldren's Parade: begins at K-Mart' 
parking lot  ends at Skeona Jr. See. 
• 10:00 a.m. Opening Ceremonies: atSkecns Jr. 
See. F/eld 
15:16 a~m. Mini-Marathon (15 IG'n): begins and 
ends at Sksena Jr. SOc. field 
• 10:30 a.m. Cycle-a-then (10 Kra): begins and 
ends at Sk~ena Jr. See. field 
10:35 a .~.  Family Job ($ Kin): begins and 
ends at Siberia Jr. SOc. field 
10:45 a~ Sky Divers: Landing in Skecna field 
11:00 a~!". to 3:00 p.m. Food and information 
Booths, S~rte Displays, "New Games" and 
FREE FAbllLY FITNESS TESTING-all a t  
Skeena field 
3:30 p.m. AQUATIC SHOW: at A~eoa pool 
For more information cell 635-5809 or 635-2841. 
• : " I i i  i I 
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Forest service wants input 
The British Colmnbia 
Forest Service,is un. 
dertaking a large-scale 
inventory of recreational 
petential in the Prince 
Rupert Forest Region- 
and. needs ~!r public 
assistance. 
"We need more input 
from clubs, organizations 
and indlvldunis," says 
Alan Mills, the region's 
recreation planning co- 
ordinator. "We need to 
know what kind of access 
people want, for what 
kind of activities, to let us 
more effectively manage 
the recreation resource." 
Recreational use of 
public land is an lm- 
S~tant part of the Forest 
ee's responsibility, 
be explains. "When we 
speak of multiple-use, 
sustained-yield forest 
management ,  we 
recognize recreation as 
one very important forest 
USe," 
"Our responsiblity is to 
manage recreation in 
wildland areas," says 
Mills. "We're not, of 
],_ 
course, responsblle for 
parks; private property 
or some forest land under 
the direct supervision of 
• private industry." 
Traditionally, he says, 
recreational land use 
• outside of British 
Columbia's parks was 
determined by the public- 
-for most people, that 
meant going where there 
was already road access. 
Sometimes the results 
were less than desirable. 
"Somebody had to fill 
the gap, and that's where 
the forest service 
recreational, program 
found its roots," he says. 
"Wherever we en- 
countered high public 
me, we'd go in and make 
sure the site was 
protected and main- 
talned. 
"Then we thought, 
perhaps we'd better take 
a look at the whole 
recreation picture and 
respond to overall public 
needs and not Simply 
traffic patterns." 
The result was the 
present cell for public 
help-help in locating 
areas which are now 
filling a recreahonal. 
need, and help in scouting 
other sites for special 
activities. 
"If they're needed, we 
can put in day-nan sites, 
parking areas and boat- 
launching ramps," says 
the recreation, co 
ordinator. "But before we 
did that, we'd have to 
have a strong indication 
of high use, and that 
means we'd need to be 
approached by the people 
involved. 
"Our strongest in- 
finance will always be the 
public," he adds. "After 
all, if they're hikers, 
skiers, spelunkers, or 
whatever ,  we ' re  
• managing forest land for 
their benefit." 
Mills says he sees the 
recreat ion program 
playing an "adaptive 
role" botween dffierent 
forest users .when, for 
friends.for life 
The Canadian Red Cross Society 
I 
example, indnatrlal and 
recreational concerns 
seem to conflict. "We'll 
try to hash it out with 
everyone concerned to 
come to the very best 
multi-me agreement. 
"But let's face it, wood 
is very important; we've 
got to work in harmony. 
with forestry." 
The  recreat ion  
program now operates 70 
"low-key, rustic camp- 
sites with just the 
minimum 
requirements," main- 
tuined by local ranger 
station staffs, and about 
250 nature trails have 
been inventoried in the 
Prince Rupert Region. A 
project is underway this 
summer to upgrade some 
of the trails. 
Groups 'interested in 
contacting Alan Mills can 
reach him by writlag him 
care of: Ministry of 
Forests, Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, B.C., VSJ 
1139. Telephone: 624-2121 
(Local 299). 
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CLASSIFIED [~A'rES SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
20 words or le:ss $2.00 per Effective 
Insertion. Over 20 words S October 1,1976 
cents per word. SlngleCopy 20c 
3 or more co~)secutlve In- ByCarrler mth3.00 
sertlons Sl.50 per Insertion. By Carrier year 33.00 
REFUNDS: By Mall 3 ruth 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
First insertion charged for ByMall year45.00 
whether run or not. Senior Citizen year 20.00 
Absolutely 'no refunds after 
ad has bee n set. British "Commonwealth and 
CORREC1,'IONS~ United States of America one 
year SS.00 
Must be made before 2nd Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
Insertlo n. 
V0G 2M9 Allows, ace can be made.for 
only o~ Ie Incorrect ad. HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dlstrlct 
BOX N UMBERS: Therahlll& Dlstrlct 75 ce nt.s plck up. 
$1.2,'r~ ,mailed. Phone 635.6357 
. . . . .  I 
CL.AS~hlFIED DISPLAY: The Herald • reserves the 
R'ates avallabl~ upon 
reque,%t, o , ,  , (Ight to 'clNslfy ads under 
:~ ' appropriate beadlngs and to 
NATI O'NAL ~ CLASSIFIED 
RATIE: . . . . . . . . . . . .  
22 cents per agate line. 
Mini'mum charge $S.00 per 
Insevtlo,'), 
LE'GAL ,/iP01~ITICAL and 
TFtANSIENT AD.  
VERTLSING: 
$3.60 per Co i0mn Inch. 
BUSIN ~=S~ PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per I)n# per month. 
a 4 nl0nlh basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
eat rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
-The  Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain .any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply 5ervlce,,:and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not p!cked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
. advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructlens are received. 
Those answering. :Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send • originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
Skeena HealthUnit 
3215.2 Eby Street '
Terrace, B.C. 
635-5307 
The following are a few of 
the servlr.es offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhlll 
Elementary School on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Ira. 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
Theseare held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m. 
by ,appolntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year .at Intervals for 
expectant parent. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
thosewho need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every; oj  
month. Developmental, 
C0 M IN:GI.:EVENTS :. 
• . • .': . .  .... , . . . .  
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vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
PR ENATA'I- BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held ~every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1-2 p.m. 
V.D.' CLINIC 
Craft Fair In Prince Rupert 
Sea Feat Week End of June 
23.24.79. Place: Sons of 
Norway Hall 119 5th Avenue 
East. Saturday & Sunday 
from 12 p.m. to 8 p.m. In- (c5-22J) 
tare.sled people phone 624. 
5/06 or write 339 Sth Avenue 
West Prlnca Rupert. Aft: 
Krlatsn Miller (NC.21June) 
.Showing at the Kltimat 
Mtme~rn all throu~ May 
and June t, a display from 
the Museum of Natural 
Sdenees about a l ivl~ fossil 
fish, the Coo]aeanth. The fish SCHOOL DISTRICT NO; 64 
was caught at the AZrlonn" . Smlllm~, D.C. 
• shore in 1938. (NC-~gJune). 
Reward offered for anyone ' sports reporter required. Purebre~ Beagle for sale fl) 
knowing the whereabouts of Must have knowledge ~ of tsmlly with chllclren. Phone 
a yellow • Keystone mini local sports and be able to Ken st 635.5417 after 6. (C5- 
motorbike. Lostaround Pear demonstrate writing skills.. 25June) 
end Graham. Phone 635-7,167. Salary. dependent on ex. 
38' WANTED Misc:: 
. Terrace Lit'tie Theatre 
Summer School of children's 
Drama. 
This summa; school starts 
July tth and la open to 
students 8-14 years of age. 
There will be three 2 week 
,June 17-Gymkhane. En- 
trle~a~art a  11:30, events to 
begln at 12:30 sharp. 
June24.Junlor Horse Show 
and Que~ Contest. 9 e.m.,; 
entries available at 
Yellowhned Hey and Grain. 
or by phenlng 6.1-1293 after 6 
meat to cut, rake, and bale 
approximately4 acres of 
hay. ~-~Z~l. (Ctfn-01.06.79) 
bandlcapped children "and sessions. Cost Is S~0 per acting a le  resource parsee session. 
Registration . 10 a.m. to 2 to to~chers, parents anc~ 
p,m., July 3.6 at Terrace district staff. 
Llffie Theatre Bullldlng. You Daslrsable qualification le 
may pro-register by phoning a unlversl~dagrw In |p~c~ 
63S.3Mt pathology. 
or Applications are Invltec 
635-9717 Immediately to: 
(ni:~J) Dlitrlct Superlntsndent oi 
Schools, 
;3"OTEM SADDLE CLUB BOX 2890, 
EVENTS Smithorl, B.C. V0J 2N0 
(A.l-:DJune) 
Financial .InstitUtion has 
oponlng for • mature In. 
dlvldl/el with accounting 
experience. For ap. 
pelntment please call 
63t)1 and e lk  for Sberry~ 
(Ctfn-19.~79) 
A Speech Patholaglst Is : 
required for Sept. 1, 1979. 
Duties Include providing 
dlegnoltlc assessments, 
planning and carrying oul 
programs for sp~lech, 
language and hourlng 
perlenca. Apply In person at 
the Dally Herald after noon. 
(NC-ffn) 
I I 
"' 'LOCAL ESTABLISHED 
CONTRACTING 
COMPANY . 
requires an accounts 
payable person. Ap. 
pllcant must be mature, 
responsible, have con, 
structlon experience and 
a thorough knowledge of 
all office procedures. 
Please apply In writing 
Including a complete 
resume to: 
Box 1195 
• Terrace Herald 
Terrace, B;C." i[~fn.ol.06.~) 
Will babysit In my home. 
Two.throe year old 
preferred. Wesk-deys only. 
Sparkl & Souclearee. Phone 
638.1079. (C3.21June) 
Needed rJde Into town week- 
days'loatwe~l 8:15 and 8:45. 
Uve 'on Old Lakelse near 
APOx ROd & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638-1753 after 
S:30 p.m. (NC-Ctfo-sff) 
Wante--'-'d"for porto, old '$I 
Stlhl. Phone 635-6941. (C3- 
19,21,2S June) 
1974.17 ft. Relnell beat. eS 
HP Evlnrude. Exc. con. 
dltlon. View at 3004 Monroe 
or 638-8417. (c4.21J) 
1977 Hea W Hauler ;Fanden 
boat trailer with or without 
power winch. Designed to 
have 24 foot boat. Phone 635- 
4?'/7 (Ctfn.16~)s.79) 
Trsnsferred to Terrace. 
Require 3 bdrm.  ac- 
commodaflon within 10 mllsa 
:of town. Needed before June 
30. Please contact Ride at 
630.4318. Re: John Been. 
dsrchuk." (cS.22J) 
Profoeslonel couple wlsMIs. 
to lease house. No children, 
no pets. Phme 636~63. (C10. 
20June) ' . 
Mature responsible male 
needs 1.2 bedroom aport. 
ment, house, or trailer In 
Terrace area from Sept. 79 to 
June 00. Reply to Box 1213 ¢. 
o Dally Herald. (P4.2SJune) 
Wanted to rent by mature 
pellon a 1 or 2 bedroom, 
house, suits, or apartment. 
Phone 630.2642. (P3-~2June) 
RETAILOR 
OFFICE SPACE 
2 stores, total of 2800 sq. fly 
Can be separated to 1400 sq. 
ft; areas. In choice IDeational 
on Lazelle 5hopping Centre,! 
Terrace, B.C. 635-3576 or 2S5-! 
1939 Van couver (Cifn.l.06... 79): 
with chilli has house to Warehouse spacewith office. 
share. Rent SI60.00 month. Approxlmstofy I200 sq. ft. 
Non.smoker. Phone 638.1371 each. $4.00 sq. ft. rental foe. 
after 6 P.m. (C2.22June) Phone 635.2312. Available for 
*; T0p*of31~l#~m duplex for occupancy July 31, 1979. 
SatuPday 23~Uqa eli 10a.r~. rent, frldge & stove, carpet (a21.29J) ~ ~ _ ; _ .  
Phone S-7/[;,~ ~'('C~- ,2~rU_nl),~i I~II~:~MS . Near SChoolS & Warehouse or manufac- 
For sale: :Ci~O~.~. ~fit l ty" ~ i . ' "Ph~d :¢18.19~. (P4.' turlng space available Im. 
~j~ne) . , trailer, oni'T/T$100 Suzuki mediately; 3100 square feet. 
motorcyde, one~ 1HC Downtown location, phone 48. SUITES CLASSIFIED: All claims of errors in 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to advertisements must be 
day of publication Monday to received by the publisher 
Friday. within 30 days after the first 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH publication. 
wrrH ORDER other than It Is agreed by the ad. 
BUSINESSES WITH AN vertlser requesting space 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. that the liability of the 
::~.'I:' ".:!:: .~ -~: ~,! ~:': : .Herald In tho'event:o(fallure 
Serdce~ge al,$S,OOon,al~ -,4o..publlsh an, adve'rtlsement 
N.S.F. cheques, or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. 
}WEDDING DESCRIP. vertlsement as published 
TIONS: shall be limited to the 
No charge provided news amount paid by the ad. 
submiffedwlthlnone month, vertlser for only one In. 
$5.00 production charge for correct Insertion for the 
wedding and.or engagement • portion of the advertising 
pictures. News of weddings space occupied by the In- 
(write.ups) received one 
month or  more after event .and that there shall be no 
$10.00 charge, with or "llabllltytoany event greater 
without picture. Sublect to than the amount paid for 
condensation. Payable In such advertising. 
advance. Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
CLASS I  F lED AN.  Columbls Human RIghts Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
Births 5.53 vertlslng that discriminates 
Engagements 5.50 against any person because 
Marriages 5.50 of his race, rel!glon, sex, 
Deaths 5.50 color, nationality, ancestry 
Funerals 5.50 or place of origin, or because 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 his age Is between 44 and 65 
MemoriaINotlces 5.50 years, unless the conditlon Is 
iustlfled by':'a " bona fide 
PHONE 635.6357 requirement for the work 
Classified Advertising Dept Involved. 
CpMMUNITY 
: SERVICES 
NOUNCEMENTS:  
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
~SPEECH AND 'HEARING 
~CLINIC.. ,. ' -  • : 
Held at 4612 ,Grleg Avenue;: 
Hearing tests wlll be done by 
referral from famlly doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638.11 $5. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
¢orrector umlttod item only, . Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 20S.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
I'COMING EVENTS 
p.m. Ken of Ken's Studio will 
he there to take photos of SERVICEASSISTANT 
anyone wishing ahJdlo type .  This attractive position 
pictures. Deadline for en. 
tries June 20th. Both th in  
events will take plies at the 
Saddle Club grounds. Into- 
636.1293 after 6. (NC-~June) 
CWL FaltBazzar will be held 
October 24 "frsdf'7 l~.m."to;~ 
p.m. at the varltu school 
Gym. (Nc-24Oct.) 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United C~urch 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue'. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
- Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
gay care for working 
people. 
- Drop.In for companslonship 
8, coffee. 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635.2265. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-$320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
INCHES'AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night et 
0 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Informstlon phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is, 
help 
Available I 
Phone 4~.56~ 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Man. 6:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Man. 0p.m. • Alanon - 
Skeene Health Unit. 
Thura. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
'~emorlal Hospital. (notfn) 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.4621 Lskelse. 635.:-3907 
Wednesday 1 p.m. 3 p.m. 
and 4 p .m. .  S p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisp 635.3164, 
Carol 63S-SIN (nc-tfn) 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Hendlcspped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8s.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
63114100 
' PREGNANT? '  
NEEDHELP?  
LadlesSllm Line Club meets Call Birthright for an 
Monday evening--6:30 alternative to abortion. 
p .m. - -Un i ted  ,Church  Phone 432.4602 anytime, 
basement, Klflmat. .Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
Terrace BPOE No. 425 
regular meetings first and 
third Thursdays. Elks Hall,; 
3312 Sparks Street. (tfn-. 
'l,3Th) 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
cons;Jltant. 
Kltlmat A.A. Construction at 638-1561 for further In. 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone', formation. (NCl.21June) 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
".Monday -. Step Meetings. 
6:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Mnetlngs 8: 3(~ 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
,Klifmat General Hospital. 
AI.Anon Meetings. Tuesday. 
- 8:00 p.m. Unlted Church 
(nc! 
Terrace Kinsmen Annual 
Beergarden Saturday, June 
30, 1979, 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
Dance to Disco Muslc, Ad, 
mission S2.SO per person, 
refreshments available. 
(NC-29June) 
Terrace Church of God, 3341 
. River Drive, will be showing 
a film on the "Five I .~  of 
Learning" this Thursday 
evening. June 21|t at 7:30 
p.m. Following this film will 
be sn Accelerated Chrlstbn 
Education slide presentation 
wlth a question & answer 
session. Contact R.L. Whlts 
On the spot c,~, for YOu! 
furnlture, appllancel, ah 
tlquss. 'We buy and.  set, 
anythlr~ Of value. Consign 
your car, truck, boat, bikes 
or what have you to THE 
NEXT AUCTION SALE, 
TERRACE AUCTION 
MART, 3211 AFsky, Phone 
&10.SI73. We have the buyers. 
Open every ddy for retail 
sales. (Cffn.&14.79) 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with • 
concrete Investment. 
Schmlfly's Excavating 
J-AM~----'~L- 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Woe Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
6354479 anytime 
UNITED NAT IVE  
NATIONS 
Terrace found meeting 7:30 
p.m. June 21fib, 1979. Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre 
Terrace, B.C. ALL NATIVE 
INDIAN PEOPLE  
WELCOME AND URGED 
TO ATTEND. (NC-28June) 
COLLI BR EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
PHONE ~ after six 
I 
RUPERT STEEL 
& 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Don't know what to do 
with that pile Of scrap 
I r~ ,  odd places of brass, 
copper, aluminum, 
beNorlco? We buy smell 
and large quantities alike 
and are located on Seal 
Cove Rd., Prince Rupert. 
Call US at 6344LW, Man. 
through Sat., 0 a.m. • S 
p.m. 
I 
Terrace Church of God Is 
opening a private school 
called "Terrace Christian 
Academy" beginning Sep. 
tember 1979. Grades Kin. 
dergarten to grade 12 In. 
desire. The format used will 
be the accelerated Christian 
Education. Anyone desiring 
information please call 
Robert L. White st 638.10~1 
or write in care of Box 31 
Terrace B.C. VaG 4A2. (NC. 
30 June) 
The Kltimat Museum shows 
during May and June a rare 
collecUon of photo~rapha by
pioneer woman MetUe 
Gunterman. Come and share 
Mattie's refreshing views of 
life at Arrow Lake, B.C. 
from 1890-1920. Museum 
hours 12-5, Friday 12-8, 
closed Sunday & Monday. 
(NC-29June) 
tandem,: rebuilt motor. 
Phone 635-30~. Garage Sates FOR RENT 
10a.m.to4p.m.June23& 30, 
offers varied & Intomtlng 3900 McNeil Street, Cop. The B.C. Housing 
reoponelbllltlsa. Consumer permouMaln Subdlvlsl~! Management tel taking ap. 
,Flnanece experience Is (CI-29June) pllcatlons for accomodatlon 
desirable but not euentlal. Garage Sale Saturday, June at the "Willows, 3404 Kalum 
Preference will he given to hlghsohool graduates .... 23 10 a,m,,.th 3 p,q)~. 412~ Street for bachelor and 1 
~ ~  .L'Jments,~l~ep~ 
i lntervlew:..9.~a~rn;.. ,to. 11., Welsh, books,, records,. ' [a~l.h~l~.~a~:~.e~p|t4bi~ 
e.m. Canadian Acceptance househo|d" - If'emi: "~(P3:'*: aependlng ~ Income; ............ 
Corporation 4624A Grleg 23June) Interested persons over 
Avenue Terrace, B.C. (C7- the age of 55 or single per. 
29June) "sbns In RECEIPT DF GAIN 
R.N.  POSIT ION 
AVAILABLE at local clinic' 
fur summer relief and could 
lead to pert.fleD work In the 
fall. Phone 635-7234. (PS. 
27June) 
No R'h:l;~ E-SY COM. 
MUNITY COLLEGE 
INV ITES  AP .  
PLICATIONS FOR THE 
POSITION OF COM- 
MUNITY SERVICE  
WORKER PROGRAM.  
INSTRUCTOR. 
" Sublect to  receiv ing 
adequate funding ap. 
polntmente will com. 
mmca August lS, I!r79 for 
an initial period of one 
year. 
Preferred 
Qualifications: 
1)Msator'a degree (or 
the equivalent) In 
Educiltton (child Care 
emphasis), Sodal Work, 
Counselling or rstdted 
fields experience. 
2)A commitment to 
community.oriented 
teaching. 
3)Ability to teach 
written end Interpersonal 
Communication and 
Human Re la t ions  
(Counselling Skills). 
The salary will depend 
on qualifications and 
experience and he ac. 
cording to the Fa~:ulty 
Union scale. There laa  
generous range of fringe 
benefits. 
Northwest Community 
Collage covers the arsa 
bstvmen Houston end the 
G)JNn ChS. rialto Islands, 
~ .p~dm s~wsrt and 
K i l l , a t ,  Thli" main 
campus II Ioce|ed In 
Terrace, B.C. Con. 
aldarable travailing to 
various oommunlflse will 
be necessary. 
Appl icat ions  ac. 
oompenlad by e 
clrrlcutum vitae should 
be made on loon H 
)oselbla end be fo r .  
warded to: i 
Dr, Peter Weber 
Academic Head 
Northwest Community 
College 
• Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
VIG 4(:2 
(M-27June) 
;100 Yamaha Enduro. New 
engine, good condition. 
01,20~ OBO. Phone 638.103,'. 
after S p.m. (stfn-tfn) 
1973 Yamaha 100 LTT, Good 
running condition. Phone 
635-9537 after 6 or can be 
seen at 4643 Straume Ave. 
,(Nc.sff) 
I 
1976 Yamaha Enduro 100 
Low mileage. Phone 
2145. (P!i. ::2June) 
For sale 40 channel C.B. plus 
SWR meter. "Also ~ne large 
frlclge (white). Phone 635. 
11094 before 4 p.m. or after 8 
for the handicapped may 
obtain applications st No. 
103.3404 Kalum Street,! 
Terrace, B.C. or by mall to: 
P.O. Box 310 Prinoe Rupert, 
B.C .  'VaJ 3P9. Phone 
Inquiries collect to 627-7501. 
(A11-22June, Atfn.Frl.) 
11500q. ft. 3 B.R. log home on 
5.39 acres. 5 minutes from 
town. Asking $68,000. Phone 
63~7~10 for appointment o 
view. (cffn.2.06.79) 
House for sale: Duplex at 
c~'ner Of Kalum & Hsmer. 
Inquiries please phone 635. 
9346. (C4.23June) 
p.m. (PS-21June) 2 bedroom house for sale. 
, Frldge. & stove Included. 
For Sale: SEK ING - 10 AlklngSIS~00.00 Phons 
speed bike. Like new. S100. 31._.~/_~(P_'4"31Juna) .. 
630.1212. (aS-22J) 3 bedroom home on 5 a~es 
For sele: One I)leno. ,Cne on the bench. Aak~ 046,500. 
coffee table, end table, Phone 63S-44~. (Ctbl-25.5- 
record stands, tredle sewing 79) • 
machine stand,, ladles 3 bedroom home. Wall to 
rJofhlng like new, slze 14-16. wi l l  carpet. Full balernant. 
~d style arm ll~alr with red Phone 630.2671 after 6 p.m. 
velvet trim. Ruberb. Phone (P20-10July) 
635.3101. (P3.21June) 
Aluminum canopy, slide • 
windows, vent top. Excellent 
• shape. Asking S2S0.O0. Phone 
635.4287. (PS-25June) 
t~)~ .Is: i baby drmh~ 
e, 1 baby rnem,8 cheer. 1 
baby carrying chair. All ]Jke 
new. Phone 6,~4~/7. (NC- 
s~f-c~) 
One 1000 gal. fuel tank. • 
Phone 63S.3113. (cS-~J) 
Conlplote set Of machenlc'l 
tools. 03000.00. 438.1377 after 
6 p.m. (C~23June) 
3 bedroom.1296 square foot, 
For sale Large dest, hunk ensulte plumbing, Franklin 
beds, portable sawing fireplace, finished basement 
machine straight stitch, with 4th bedroom. Fully 
Phone 630.5330 after S p.m. landscaped and fenced on 
Heuglend. For mare In- 
formation please call 630. 
2019 after 4:30. (P1S-1OJuly) 
Collier Excavating Backhoe 
Work. Phene 630.S,140 after 6 
p.m. (C20.11July) 
630-7640. (Cffn-6.6.79) 
For rent: Use-'re~aee NJ)P,. 
(gflce. Available June 1, , 
1979, atr-condifloned. 
Lakeke Avenue; Phone 
255;1. (Ctfn-14-S-7~) 
l available on new By-'I 
pass, Phone I ~ I 
m.!1  I 
* - -  I 
Lot for sale In Thornhlll. 
Corner of Mist & Furlong. 
Asking $8,000, good view lot. 
For more Int(~ please call 635. 
2819 after 4:30 p.m. (PlS. 
lOJuly) 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., I 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
eel,S00. Offers. For more 
Inform'atlas contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
Toptsy, B.C. or 
C. F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
6~-3970 
(fin:elf) 
Two.bedroom home with 
part ial ly.f inished fu l l  1974 Datsun 710, 2 door H.T. 
basenlent. Large carport Radio, tape ds¢k, 2 snow 
and storage srse. Land- tlrsa. 635-2145. (PS-23June) 
seeped and fenced lot. Close 
to downtown and schools. For lale.1t~9 Plymouth 4 
Asking only $43,500. Phone door, hardtop. Good con. 
638-1234afterSp.m. (Ctfn-14- diflon' Phone 630-7044. (C10.' 
6.79) 5July) 
For Sale: 2 BR house. 1974 Monte Carlo with air 
Furs!shod. Close to schools conditioning. P.S., P.B. ~d 
end store. Kitwenga Valley. radials. Alklng $3000.00. 
Asking 124,000. Terms: View at 1.424,1 Mark Rd. or 
Cash. Phone 849.5703. (c10- phone 5304440. (of-~June) 
23j) 
1960 Pontiac Laurentlen, 
everything works, no dents. 
Phone after d::10, 43J-4MI. 
(Gl.~June) 
1971 Pontiac Le AMes 050 
chev engine Muntha 4 spud. 
Belt offer. Phone after 4 
p.m. 4,10-9MI and ask for 
Gerry. (CS-26June) 
3 bedroom home. Fenced & 
landscaped yard at s007 1972 IHC Trevelell complMe 
Welsh. Asking S47,S00.00. with automatic V-I P.S.e 
For eppotntment to view P.B. Radio, roof reck, 
phone 630-3063 after 5:30 Radials, low mileage. Price 
. . . . . . .  $1000.00. Phone 6,15.4410. (PS- 
24June) 
Save 02000. Gold 1971 Honda 
Accord S spd. Minor body 
damage, U00.kS00. Phone 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY 638.1048. g&g00. (CS-21June) 
by reliable couple 3 bedroom 
modern home to rent with 1970 Mustang, i,~uesessed. 
optlan to buy. Phone 638-1613 Open to bide. Contact Rick 
or 638-0937. (Ctfn.13-0&79) Tmllth. 635-7117. (ct~n.24A) 
t 
_ _  ..... :  < :+ : :  ~• +"++: ' •~ :•~ ~ : "~+:+~ • ~e lh~k~ 11Mnday, June SI, 197i, Pap  11 
196,5 CheV Nova 6 cylinder. 
Excellent running condition. 
'1300.00. Phone 63s.4~07. (PS. 
35June) 
1974 260Z Datsun," Io~w ~ TENDING 
mileage. Best offer. Phone ~ CONTRACTS 
clays 635.7555, evenings after Sealed tenders for th 
6,798-22o8. (c&2eJune) "~ following stand ' tendlnl 
1~3' E~;Ick. Conturlon 455 contract(s) wlll be r~:elve~ 
Begin. Cruise control. IN the Regional Manager 
P.B.,P.S., P.W. Air con. Ministry of Forests, Pries 
dltl0ned~ (P,4-22June) Rupert, D.C., on the date! 
' ' shown below. 
1~70 Datsun 1200, fastback 1. Contract ST103110.16 J |  
for+parli. Lessthan 100tulles 
on rebuilt e~01na. Also ,new 
12 Inch summer fires, 1 new 
car battery. Phone 635-9559 
after 6 p.m. (CS.25June) + 
1977 Chrysler Newport. Fully 
edulppod with moot options. 
a l ly  17,0~0 miles. In ex. 
celient cunditlon, Asking 
87,700 .aBe. Phone 632.2425 
lifter 6 p.m. (c7.22J) 
1 tent trailer In "good con. 
1973 Chrysler Newport  dltlon, suitable for sub. Located camp Creek Ranger 
Custom. 2 dr. H.T., P.S., con).poctcar. Phma63H362. District Terrace Number of 
P.B.,  P.W., a i r  condltl0nlng.' (Pg.~gJune) 
82~0. Phone 638-1'945 after 6 I-iscterel 25 Viewing date 
p.m. (cS.~2J) 1971 Skylark 19~ foot travel June 27th 197P, leaving 
Ranger Statlan at 9:00 a.m. 
. trailer. Ful lyiel f  contained NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
1974 Toyota Corolla. Good with shower & many extras, tending site prior to sub. 
candltlon. New radials, Good "condition & .c iean 
brakes, exhaust system, throughout. Must be ses~ to  mlff/ng a tender for this 
$1SO0 or best offer: Phone be appreciated. Phone/~l,r~ .contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline . for  racalpt of 635-3271 after5 p.m. (sff.tfn) 9240. (C2.27Juna) tondersls l:30p'.m. July 11th 
. .19S~ Cbev 2 dr. HaT. Good 
running tend. No rust. 
Asking $3,000. Phone 635. 
3239. (p1042J} 
MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR ABILITY 
Forsake Lost Lag.con 
and head to the h+iis 
) 
dete s 
JS 
Located Goat Creek Ranger 
District Terrace Number of 
ports pottle. Excellent Hectares 7 Viewing date 
condltlon.S3,000flrm.&3261. June 27th to~1~ leering 
• . . . • 
1978 Vangaurd 21W foot• tending site prior to sub. 
motor home. Furd Cluesis. sift ing a tender'tar this 
Clean & low mileage. Phone contract Is mandatory. 
635-2015 or 635.6142. (C5- Deadline for receipt of 
26June) tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 4th.' 
1979. • • 
2. Contract ST1031-10-'18JS 
people buying art supplies on the ~ 
Lower Mainland of Bddsh Col- 
umbia and by the'h~dreds who 
flock to painting and drawing 
classes at night sahool, there are s 
lot of amateur and professional 
artists incur midst. 
In Lower Mainland galleries, 
the same overdone subjects by 
these artists turn up again and. 
again: Lost Lagoon, Finn Slough, 
Stanley Park totem poles; the 
Vancouver skyline from Stanley 
Park, from Spanish Banks, from 
the North Shore, from the 
mountain .tops. aM clapboard 
Vancouver houses, fishboate, 
tugboats, f~eighters, Fraser Val: 
Icy barns, Squamish Valley ba~,  
Delta barns. 
, ' + . ' .  
Don t you starving artists ever 
get sick of the Lower Mainland 
scenery and the stiff competition 
• for sales in big city gaileries? 
TilERE'S HOPE Putting an Okanagan scene on canvas. 
Take ybur brushes and~ils and umber beg to be immortalized on The possibililies are endless, 
acrylics, your charcoal and water your canvas, and the inspiration will cun'yyou 
colors and head out of Iown.  Everywhere you go you'll find through thc fall aad winter 
Pack your tent, hitch up your tantalizing iitdc old churches, monthsahead. 
trailer, saddle your horse, buckle fight an the Itighway at Yale Cities.likePrince Georgeand 
1979. 
197S Ford F-2SO window van.  3. Cantract STI031-10.19 JS 
Partially cemperlzed, P.S., Located Treston Block C 
P.B., auto. 351. Phone 5.4661. Ranger Distr ict Terrace 
.(C3-35June) Ndmber of hectares 5.5 
1971 Ford T~'ln0,: black & 1974 S,-Inter,. hard to-,, ""'"' IVlewlng date June 37th 197p, your seal belt and aim for .the and. .Ciint°n and throughout., he Kclowna have galleries' eager to 
wh..!te• Cm0d driving con. trailer, s loes  4, cemn stove ~eavlng Ranger Station at boondocl~forasummervdcal:on mtenor of the provmce, dis Ia cod local works Small 
a :v ,on,~n.erutt ,  grand__~w - - tab le .  ~0~.00, ~ 635. ~e.m.  . . . . . .  . . which COUlO vcn/easily pay its Park in thc rest asea t McLeess tb~ Y~incss estahlishmcnts-- 
~ran,  r!'icecl., at sebu.00.; 6475 (P2.~2Jtmn} . . . . .  ~V+":  vmwmg~rmesrano, way. Lake near Williams L~ke on. lh@,h-,., r~.t . . . . .  10 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  . lendl ' • . • . . • . - -~ .C- r  . -~- - - ,  -w . . . . . .  , banks--  Phone 63&23~2. (PS-2)June) : ; , . ;  . . .ng aIM Ix loP to  sub- Sttmarestareahythehoding ture the blue+reflect/ms in the will usuallybe alad to hallo 
Why rant?, ~..,/.,:' " . . . .  mining .a .mnaer ~or thls Fraser River at Hope and sketch calm water. Wi l l~s  ~ as.. _+: . . . . . . . . . .  : ,___,'+ ." ° 
. . . . . . .  -+,; .  '~: • - contract I I  sanest-- - -  . . . . . . . . . .  " ~ .+o,- +7+'~,a~m,S ,o~-, scenes In a' ~,ompi~,l~i)~./.~.©amperized ~. .  . . . .  ~r¥. mcmoumamsormc~raseranoats oantswilisnapthatoneup. ,~ conspicuous lace 
motor horhe 'New engine & .l~li.ne tar receipt at ten- sandbars Seen ~our name Ta . . . . .  / "  ~ P " - . .  
, .'i . nor~ la !.30 ' ' " ° ~ . ~ - -  Leavcyownamcanaa~ress, 
fires. ~eepe~ !ve. Must be 1~ * / ' ' P'mT'~'~uly ~th yoursketchunderamatand~rotit ENDLESSPOSSIB l l~  set your price, and walt for the 
IW3GMCBlazer4x4 ,,dO0 seon.phone'~.344}2. (CI0. :r-~:der4~+:,.:,:/u~i~.~. ./ to any suitable commercial©nler- Then on to the north counlry to chequeatoro]lin(or icklhemu 
• " 26June) .+ " "...". '*+ . ~ .~.~ "+De sub. ri . . . . . .  P P Pllona 635-2322. (P2.22June) . . . : • ' +" '~ ".'+:',, m l t t~ l i i~ i l~ 'and  In the p sem Hop wmch w_dl dmp]ny, porlray the old ranch bmldmgs on me way home). You stand to 
"8½ ft h~nqmad+*'~am~,.+ en++(+~'~]~l i id  whl+h, your worx m a su~. t-f.rent.w.in- beside the highway at 10+ lVlile, galn a beautiful sketching holi- 
,.~.~=.r~'a van, STanoaro 6, PrnM~'Y~'~'"~'L'=.= '~;~.~ wl~Ba~fcu la?s .  'mav  oo.w.~hancesare.a+ocalresloent Ra ch. Farther north t~ '~ds  day, the fun df ea turin new 
el! lined, less than 50,000 ov~.r~, '~urn. 'e~"&"~ " t~ obte ld~i / , "  ,,." e F'or be wno is m love with the Fraser or Prince George you'll Want to sights with our fa~Po~nte ~'staC . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~ es l  . • Y " ' " " miles Phone 635-9393 (Pb- , , ~' ~ thesnow-¢ ~Jun;)  ' exce lent co~liilbn" ~' i ;~}~ Ra i~g, r '~ i ) _ '~ad,  or appedpeakswdlbuyit, catch a sunset with a solksry medium, anda good chance that 
=--; . . . . . . . . . .  abe P~ne 638.1676 (P~+" f ron~fl~l~oe~..Manager,  Head up into the Spences and  mysterious black apmcc your trip will pay for itself. 
1975 Chev ¾Ton 4x4. Step 21June) ~ "+ ' ~61st~y of For~ Pr ince  Bfidge-Ash¢.mft, codntry where si~ouetted against the flaming This is a Tourism B.C. I~avel 
.t,4. • , . . ,~  o~. . .  ,~o ,,~, KU ' mestmngna~eamllsofochreand colors feature " 1 ~  I "  " ~  . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . .  : ~ '  B IC '  ' I I ' ' " I i : + . I I I 
or 635.3007 after 5 p.m, ' ' I 1977 Skylark campe~ I1V=i The, lowest, or. any tender * : ". . . . .  
(Clfn.l.O6-79) ' I foot fully equipped. 19741 wllrnot'neceslmrlly be ac- _ . . . . .  . ' + 
Ford I ton super camper cop ed. (A7-26Juna) I/J~, /;f :"'N'+ ':" ":: :' '~:'! ":.:-%~. ": '. "~ e+ ~T ~' ~+," /" ~' ' ~, '~ 
1977 GMC Blazer 4x4. 35,000 ' ~' ' "~ ..... ~ i  " "~ " "' * *" ~'~: /~ . . . .  . ~ / I q Ipeclal, Llke new. wlll , ,.., ~ . . . .  . . .  ~ ..... ~ ,  : . . :  , -*. * . . . .  ~ :. 1 ~. ~, tulles, many extras, Will . ~ ~ , "  +,: ...:, ::... :,. :..+ +:;'~.~ + .... .. :"..+.+.+,+ ,,~...•~P;  + :.-+,+~:. ;+:.:.~+~+.: J.~, '~ ,~+, 
sell camper seperately, stability Try not to ate or ++' ';" : :~ :~ +: !/ "o ;: take large station wagon es • + P , .~, '. + . . . . . .  ~ ~i  
Phone 635-3029. (PT- start on slopes trade.in. Phone 635.3717 2gJ.n~ ~ ~.  " . . . .  
. . . .  . . . . . . .  . ,. ~,u~ yoUr speea wnen - he l  ~ f d l iy l ,  d~1~7623 after 6 p .m.  I I . . .+ . . . ,  . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  ph l l  . o r  better resu,s ana ec~ 
. shar~ turns, ~to'prevent tip~. e +''~ ~ .... ' . . . . .  + . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  :'" ................ " . . . . .  . . . , . . ,  4~ - . 
' ~ pmR:o~ Iosm~+oAtrol Re 1~ IHC! ~n. G0dd?t~n~lh~ • • :~ . . . . .  .,.+ ,;.. : :...Them a~:more. ~ .gett~g: ! ti0n+~n~np~l, ( ' ,O~n a .re... I f  you+ mower doesn't 
. . . . . . . . . .  meml/er, a mower is ~either'a' reany'zor 'm~ warai"Wea~(~t pJaeemant, ~and .to,. review, coIIeet your clipplnge, 
conc is ion .  . [o  vtew 5usa toy" nora  not' roa" • lawn power mowing season operating techniques. ' .throw the clippings on an 
McD~tk..(NCb-1ff.26June) For sale" 1 registered 8. Avoid public highways than  lubr icat ing  your  Equ ipment  servicemen alroadyeutarea Thismakes 
• , . ' • mower ' s  bear ings  and are of the opinion that half the  work  of the  mower  
~.~$Fo~?F-250Om~l)~;350,V;~ ~l :SS~ e bWrl~ll:erl:a~: .+ ca~/ek:an~h%~:s~3rthd~ah:~: knock ing  of f  last year's the prohlems users have easier and assures an even 
"" " ~-" -  P! . . . . .  ' ud ' "  e . ld ln ,  eh . t , .n~ Keeping your mind on the rasstufts. ' with simple maintenance is d i s t r ibut ion  of  eli in 
canopy, 23¢nanflelUU, l~vln *., ~ .  v~ u~ v ,a  gob can kee- "o"  ~, ,t.^ ~ re la tedtO fa i lu re  to  be over your lawn. PP gs 
& h + ~" + " . .  ,,,= I k pony Saddle a rm,  CB arts s, 8 .  trac . tape _ • _.2. . ._ ,o~2,," . ; wheel, and your lawn at a • guided by the manual ' 
ptayar, evenings p,ease rnonee ,  4~t~. ~r,, - , ,u,~, beautiful level.  ' J~) .  ~ Also  impor tant ,  is a ' Every t ime you mow 
phone 635-7517. )Cirri-19.06- . . . .  " ' r ~  ~:-~ restoration of good mowing ; your lawn, mow in a differ- 
~ ' Musrsell: 2pureMedAkltes L'~M;k " ~W~.-7~. ..~:,u~ pract ices ,  wh ich  include, ent direction. This helps 
" '"  from chgmplon blcodllnes. 6 ~. .~ . ~.~-('~L~ says simplicity, a lawn pick- your gra~ stead more'erect, 
1974 Internot l0nal  44 month female fawn with M M ~  ]~1 ~ +~.::"~.~, up program as described in and  d is t r ibutes  clippings 
Imseanger bus, Model 1850. black mesk. S&W.00 aBe.  I!H ~'., ~----/--_///~. No.' 1, and a firm family more  evenly over a long 
Diesel engine - -  air brakes. Oneyenrbeautlfulredmele. /[/t '~: .~.._\~ /(J~ ru le about who uses equip- period of time. • 
~.~ ~....  ~"~:,~." t j j j .~ meat and who may be on Bus body by Superior. 
$12,000 ee Is. View at 4904 
Highway 16 W. or Phone 63.5. 
6617. (C10.3July) 
1978 14x70 Manes  M.H.  
Unfurnished.  set up & 
skirted in local trailer park. 
Phme 635-9736. (Ctfn-~8-1~- 
$700.00 aBe. Both show or" 
breading quality,. Contact, F0rSeni0rClllzens 
Jill Hanson R.R.3 Courthey, 
B.C. or Phone 338.6219. (C5- . : 
26June)  . ' " If you  are a worker, and 
2 registered quart~" horses, delay collecting social secu- 
rity benefits before 65, you 
Pniominoyearllnge, one filly can get a special credit that 
and one gelding by PETERS will mean a larger benefit if  
Lucky out of 8OUNC~ you dels~, your retirement 
PAMA Exc. show past 65. The credit adds one 
prospectsl For more In- percent to your benefits for 
formation call Birch Haven each year from age 65 to  
Ranch. 635-5288. (c5-22J) 72 in which you continue 
working. For more Informs- 
tion, inquire at your local 
Social Security Administra. 
tion office. 
Older D-7 Cat. Phone 6~- 
S538 after 4 p•m. for further 
Information. (Pb-26June) . , , 
Denture wearers are dis- 
How To  Prevent  Spil ls covering new security with a 
Safe, effieie'nt operation of denture adhesive seal called 
a riding power mower san Sea-Bond. Locked into each 
keep you from riding for a fleece-soft seal is a powerful 
3 bedroom doeblewlde for 
u la .  On .large ~rced lot• 
Fireplace, 2 baths, on water 
s~tem, a l~ large workshop. 
Phone 63S.42~,• (P20.3July) 
Deluxe Manes mobile home 
1,1xT0, 3 bedrooms, IV~ baths, 
family room. Set up on lot at 
Coppero lde  Estates• 
Reduced for quick sale. For 
further Information please 
I~one 638-16114. (C10.4July) 
MUST SELL .1973 Nor. fall, and your grass from all-natural adhesive from the 
western trailer (12 foot x $0 rising to a fault, if you take sea that can't wash out or 
foot) 3 bedroom. Fully these safety tips from the ooze away. Wafer thin, these 
experts at the Outdoor Power comfortable seals fit easily furnished with' washer • Equipment Institute: 
dryer. Includes additional into any denture for all day  
ream (9 feet x 13 feet) • ~ security. 
covered porch. Located on. 
private land Jn Thornhlll. 
Must be seen to be  ap- 
preclated. Reasonable offer 
accepted. Phone 635.3637 
days, 638.1985 evenings. 
,(Cffn.13.6-79) 
For Sale: 12x,~ mobile home 
a,d full length addition on ½ 
41¢1"11. 3 10drm|., dining rm., 
L,R. with fireplace. Fruit 
hea l ,  berry bushes, garden, 
landscaped, Offers, 625.3271 without turning off the on- 
after 5 p .m.  (aft.fin) 
"~ ' ~ - ~ . "  A prominent reseerchcr, 
~ ~  Jusef P. Hrachovec, calls exer- 
cise the closest thing we have 
6¢.~ . : .~- '~ , .  ..~.. to an anti-aging pill. He states 
that  exerc ise acts l ike a d 
1. Be thoroughly familiar miracle drug. Ironically, fully 
with the owner's manual. 45 percent of adult Amerl- 
Know where all controls are cans don't engage in physical 
before you climb Into the exercise. See your doctor for 
driver's eat. an exercise regimen. 
9+. Never leave your mower 
, ' :  the lawn during mowing.  . I f  you are cutting very 
- . Good mowing practices Iong,gra~, cut off only one. 
tri~rePe~raltai° ~ fO~;olWv:' ~ include recommended start-  third the length of the grass 
.. . lng and stopping procedure, at  a time. You won't over- 
PamwPa~n~. : ums°?:r'co~ e. proper mowing footwear' f(;r load +your mower and.you 
. . . . . .  ' . . . .  " maximum foot protection, will give 'the 8ra~ a ehance 
~v~:n : f~e; : r~n~+~oPl l~  and .  care ' in keeping feet to adjust tea  much shorter 
Was~ . . . . . . . . . .  s . .,...._b away from blades during length .  Cut  your  grass 
, . .Ston, wm. o+mpi+et~, a tar t ina  s t~. ;  . . . .  A shorter gradually, waiting a 
an AIIis-Chalmers company, o~.~, :^="'  -~t-~...s -.,,, few days between mowing~. 
makes lawn and ~arden ~°"~." ' .  . . . .  . . . . .  • - . ,,moo or]vmg practices For most varisties of grass, 
: : ;+eP~:n~c:n~cY? : r~h: l  t also inc l t ide caut ion  in ~ It is not recommended cut- 
asfet~, or*~; . . . . . . .  .~ ~,.. eroding th0ronghfares, keep. ting them any shorter than 
+31 w.+.  ~"  l~ l lU  t l~ l l "  "n  . . . . . . .  ? . . . . . .  - . I g all 8harding in place, not two inches. • 
aoniw in xaw~ care (1o not leaven" vehicle . . . . .  ' - -  - -  
just happen. . , . . . . . .  ,~u - - "  Go Easy on Hills 
Advance  lawn prepara- I f  your lawn has steep 
lion can save later lawn re. 
pair  and possibly certain 
equ ipment  maintenance• 
Certainly, it can help avoid 
accidents~ 
Rolling Stem Smoothness 
. 1. L~wn repair-- frost,  
moisture and wildlife can 
add bumps and ruts  to 
lawns ,  so  schedu le  a 
thorough rolling, 
Before the roller comas 
out, walk over every yard 
of turf, picking up sticks, 
stones, toy frngrnents, odds 
and ends of bolts and m~tal 
scrap, glass. All these things 
can accumulate during the 
previous summer and fall 
and become visible when 
grass lies f lat .  Some are 
tossed In by snow blowers 
and  snow sh6ve ls ,  or  
dropped by trash'men. Left 
where they fall, they're po- 
tential dangerous missiles. 
Take time to remove dirt 
from under excessively up. 
th rus t ing  tur f  a round 
borders ,  t rees  and walks, 
advises S impl ic i ty .  Left 
standing, such turf probably 
will be hacked down by 
mowers, leaving raw spots 
that will later have to be 
seeded or sodded. After all, 
mowers Can't float over all 
obstacles, despite antiscalp 
design of mowing heads. 
Be Sum Mower Is Reedy 
g. User preparation-Do 
you remember how to use 
your equipment from last 
year, to clean it for a new 
seuon, to repair it? Before 
the new season opens k the 
time to locate the imtmc- 
• i 
• I 
attended. Fuel should be 
added only when engine* 
are off, cool and out of 
doors. 
Prepare Mower Early 
3, Equipment preparation 
must be done before the 
first day of mowing, accord- 
ing to Simplicity. There's an 
element of "out of sight out 
of mind" involved and if 
equipment isn't prepared for 
use, it tony never make it 
back into the garage for pre- 
ventive maintenance. In fact, 
the  next maintenance might 
be problem maintenance. 
In brief, operating any 
k ind Of powered mowing 
equipment requires a good 
deal of thought and care. 
These tools San be good 
servants ,  but  they  need 
some help. 
The best time to cut your 
i[ra~ is In theists afternoon, 
hills, do not  stop or start 
sudden ly  i f  you  have a 
riding mower. It is also safe" 
practice to operate your 
rider st educed speeds to 
avoid tipping or lees of con- 
trol. Mow up and down the 
face of steep slopes; never 
across the face. 
If your lawn has any par- 
ticularly rough spots, take 
care that  your  mower  
doesn ' t  h i t  any statues or 
mounds of dirt. It may be 
better to cut such rough 
areas with a higher blade 
setting to prevent scalping 
the lawn and abuse of your 
mower ,  unt i l  you get 
chance to smooth the nrea 
Each time you ~e finished 
mowing ,  c lean o f f  f resh 
cl lpplnp and dirt from your 
mower ,  especially under- 
or on a cloudy day, so that neath  the  b lade  housing,  
the sun will not dry out be fore  put t ing  it  away.  
your freshly cut ~am too This gives you a chance to 
much.A too wetlawn makes impost the mower as well 
mowinB more  difficult, as keep it clean. A mower 
Mowing s lawn which Is too Is much harder to clean and 
dry pu~ a strain on the iuspeet once the aceumu- 
grau  and Is very dusty, Sated c l ipp ings  dry out ,  
sdvi~s 81mpileity. Simplicity conclude,. 
Lend a hand_to clean our land 
Well Kept 1970 13x60 Mobile 
Home, i0x24'additton, acorn 
F,P. & Veranda, $10,500.00 
Skirted &, set up in trailer 
park, Call after 8 p,m: 638- 
l~..~.a. (C.n.01.u-79) 
For Sale: 23x53 Gendall 
Vista Villa. Fully furnished, 
set up In local trailer park, 
Phone 638-1044. (cIfn.23-4. 
Your  schoo l  guidance 
counselor can be your best 
friend when it comes to 
career choices. According to 
the Marine Corps, experts in 
t ra in ing  the young fo r  
worthwhile careers, a high 
school or college guidance 
counse lor  can he lp  you 
learn what options are avail- 
able to you and what you 
can do to get the most from 
your opportunities, make 
the most of your abilities. 
Many schoo l  guidance 
coumelors have found that 
the Marines can serve as an 
excellent option for young 
men and women. The Corps 
believes in a good .education. 
If you're in h!gh school, 
stay there .  I f  you ' re  In 
college, the Marines'may be 
able to help you pay for it. 
If you're interested in the 
technical world, the Marines 
can  be the best place 'for 
you. ']['here are a variety of 
technical .fields and sehoois 
you can look forward to as 
a U.S. Marine. Aircraft Main- 
tenants, Drafting, Survey. 
ing, Mapping, Band, Food 
Service,  M i l i ta ry  Police, 
Legal Services,  Infantry, 
Field Artillery, Armament 
Repair and much more. 
For a free booklet about 
a career in the U.S. Marines, 
call, toll free, 800-423-2600. 
In  Ca l i fo rn ia ,  ca l l  
800-252-0241. 
glne and disconnecting the 
spark plug Wire. 
3, Never allow another per- 
son to ride with you. ; / ~ ) ~  
4. Be sure children and nni- 
mass are kept out of the area .4 ' .o .  / . -  
you willbe mowing. 
5. Take extra care when 
you b~ek up. Look behind 
you to see whet you may be 
running over. 
6. Mow up and down 
sppleAn reaches its slopes rather than from side tea tree 
,~to alde.~to maintain gr~hter prime at about 50 years of age. 
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
required 
Experience preferred but not 
• necessary 
no. 63§-3§§2 
i I 
i i 
BUILOIN6 F0R BENT I
5745 sq. ft. with 61/2 years on lease plus 10. I 
year renewal option. Prefer one tenant but I 
will sublet. EXCELLENT LOCATION I 
beside banks and 'arena In Kitlmat City I 
Centre. Rate approx, one.half of mall rent. I 
Contact Brlen Eby at MacKenzie Furniture, I 
380 City centre 11a2o~"]181 I 
834-41411 624-$08 I 
Prince Rupert - Work Prince Ruperf ; Home i 
D 
The I~k~rth'- +l~lttt~l ..16~Hbl~ls more than a nlce place 
faro  Ho]ldap:~lf~'kHlli~elfHIg 4U~i:i'dl~ra~flt~i}~pibc~"t0 ": ': 
live. Think about easy access to evor|dhlng--Khonll, 
hospital, shopping,, outdoor recreation, the peace and 
Wlat. We have a comforteb~e full service commtmlty' 
within easy driving distant: of Prince George. 
HEAD FILER 
Here In our Sewmllllng Divl l lm we require an ax. 
perlanced certified banchman to be responsible for the 
I~annlng, organization and eperatlon~ of the filing 
deportment. The successful applicant must have a 
thereugh knowledge of all aspects of the filing room 
with special emphesls,on benching and three to five 
wars related supervisory experience. 
FOREST PRODUCTS 
INDUSTRY 
Contact me If you want to live In Fort St. James and' 
would like the challenge of a auparvllmry pmltlon In an 
exciting fully Integrated forest products company. 
• :+ D.J. Yarmlsh 
Tak i l  Fared Products Llmltoci 
~, P.O. Box 14100 
Prince Oearge, B.C. 
V3N 2K3 
POSITION VAOANT 
POSITIONs Office Assistant 2 
MONTHLY SALANY RANGE+ S946 tio 81,100 • NLA 
U2.80 
CLOSING DATEz June 32, 197t 
DUTIESl 
Employees In this position are under dlrKflon and they 
perform a variety of mederdtaty complex clerical and 
typing dellas. This position requires Initiative and the 
exerclw of ludgement• Assignments are performed In 
accordance with general Instrectlans and require a 
good understendlng of established procedures. 
Typical dutlse Include typing memoranda, rsporht, 
erflcles, It(:.; dlsh'lbutlng Incemlng mall; entering or 
posting Information to records and terms/~rt lng and 
firing documento according to estsbll|hed filing 
Wocedurse; cemplotlng form letters or netlces; w .  
vlng In a receptionist capacity, by telephone or In 
persen, by arranging appelntmonto, ratarrlng callers 
to appropriate officials, esslstlng with the completion 
of applications and forms, and answering qnerlse that 
are largely routine and non.t~:hnlcal In nature; and 
performing related dut ln as required. 
QUALIFICATIONS+ 
I. Education and Spocbllsed Knowledge 
Education equivalent to Grade 10 and • Business 
College Cortlflcete or a Secondary School Commercial 
Cortlflcato; and a good knowledge of the proper form 
of buslmce letters end business English. 
3. Exlmftonce+ 
A mlnlm~n of two years acceptable experience In 
|fimographlc work. 
3. Slse¢lsllxnd Ablllfleo and Sklllsl 
Ability to type at the rate of approximately SO words 
per minute; tact; I~end Iudgemant; ability to learn 
and to follow Instructions. 
Skeenavlaw Ledge 
4011 SNrks Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
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This Broken 
Engagement Is A 
Compound Fracture 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1979 by Chicago Tdbun&N.Y, New8 Syn¢i. Inc, 
DEAR ABBY: This problem concerns my son. Two years 
ago he was engaged to marry a girl he had been crazy about 
for years. They were both 9-I. Then she ran off and married 
an older man (30) she'd known only a few weeks. 
My son was brokenhearted. He couldo't eat or sleep, lost 
20 pounds and walked around in a daze for months. 
Then he met a lovely girl who raised his spirits and made 
him feel that life was worth living again. They planned to an- 
nounce their engagement this month and marry in 
September. 
Out of the blue, his old girlfriend called to say she and her 
husband were •separated. She said she made a terrible 
mistake, she still loves my son and wants to pick up where 
they left off. 
My son saw her, and is now considering dropping the girl 
who brought him out of the dumps and going back with the 
girl who bi'oke his heart. 
What should I do? HIS MOTHER 
DEAR MOTHER: He should o what he wants to do. And 
/ /~ dtould offer no advice unless he uk i  for it. And neither 
wm !. 
DEAR ABBY: A blend of mine being treated for a skin 
condition told me that her doctor gave her a "word associa- 
tion test" in which he used .some very filthy words which 
made her most uncomfortable. 
, She is an elderly widow who has raised several children. 
She is not a prude, but she said s5e is not accustomed to
hearing language like that. Another friend (also elderly} told 
me that she went o this same doctor for her nerves, and he 
used some very vulgar language with her, too. She said she 
was so disgusted she never went back. 
Abby, is this something new in the practice of medicine? 
What can be done about it? 
A FRIEND IN OSWEGO, N,Y. 
DEAR FRIEND: This kind of "treatment" strikes me u 
most ueonventlomd. If a j~. tient leek, tlmt a doctor has 
i~biV&l J~ ;;; ; ; ;~f~ ih~J  6r ue~Jdeal muf f ,  that doe- 
tot ~zould be reported to the ethics committee olhis county 
or state medical sodety. 
DEAR ABBY: Some of us older folks don't move as fast as 
we used to, so you'd be doing us big favor if you would pass 
this suggestion o  to those responsible for' the sound effects 
on TV programs. When a telephone rings, I wish they'd use 
a more unique sound, such as a buzzer, or a beeping sound 
that is common in European phones. Anything bet the 
familiar telephone bell most of us have at home. 
Frequently while watching TV, I've struggled out of my 
easy chair to answer my phone to discover that it wash t. 
ringing at all It was a ringiog phone on the televisionl 
ARTHRITIC ARTHUR' 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ARIES IN GARDEN CITY": The 
person who uys  he isn't interested in politics is like a 
drowninl m who says he bn't interested inwater. 
U you need help/u wilting letters of sympathy, con- 
gratulations orthunk-you letters, get Abby'a booklet "How 
to Write Letters for all Occasions. ~ 8end $1 ud  a bq ,  
stamped (~8 centsl, soU-addressod envelope to Abby: 132 
L~ky Dr. Beverly Hint, cmnf. 9011J. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
--Frances Drake 
FOR 111UI~DAY, JUNE 31,19711 
(Mar. 9.1 to Apr. 19) 
Devote extra energy to 
• .financial questions, but don't 
be hasty. Increased income 
possible. Unspoken words 
undermine close i'elation. 
ships; 
TAURUS. k~ ~?~'  
(apr. 2o to May 2O) .~"  
Extra mer~y .makes you 
forceful, but don't ln~ on 
your own way. Action should 
be backed by reason. Protect 
valuables in the p.m. ' 
GEMINI ~ 
(May St to June 20)111 
Time devoted to a private 
work project pays eft. Avoid 
extremes in moods while 
socializing. Suddenly, you 
could turn off. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July ~-)'W~L~.d~"'S' 
You're out to make a good 
impression, but don't come on 
too strong with new 
acquaintances. A demanding 
relative wants to be heard. 
LEO 
matters. Now's the time to act 
on that private idea. Jealousy 
may strain one relationship. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. ~) 
Share thoughts with friesdo. 
Get In touch with agents re 
• creative work. Don't let 
f inancial considerations 
dominate ouiloolL ' 
LIBRA 
te 
You'll speak up for your own 
rights now re Joint financial 
matters. Don't let em~ 
overuse reason dealing with 
advisers. 
scomo m,,,~lP 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Partners will be forceful in 
presenting viewpoints. 
Chances are you'll keep 
some of your thoughts to 
yourself .especially re assets. 
SAGITrARIUS .~ ._~ 
(Nov. ~- to Dec. sx) ~ 
m YOur ha_~te ~ get thS~s 
done at work, don't be 
careless. Be tacffid with co- 
workers. Friends may be 
querulous Or out of sorts. 
CAPRICORN W ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Your heart may be set on a 
planned entertainment, but 
don't force your views on 
others. Find a way to make 
them interested too. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~,~q 
Take initiative re domestic 
matters. Begin that cleaning 
program or that search•fro • 
new Living quart~s. Mixed 
vibes.re p.m. outings. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 2O) 
Consult with family 
members before taking 
decisive action. Don't let self. 
assurance be misinterpseted 
as cockiness. Be reaso~.ble. 
5.SI 
'~Ne can't complain. It's thelr wedding anniverss~." 
L 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 42 Former 3 Garden 
1Greasewood Middle- worker 
@ Ear part Eastern orE. 3 Word with 
1~ Oklahonm 44 Mae of note sanctum 
native 46 Site of 4 Letter of 
13 Shrewd civil strife the alphabet 
14 Play opener 50 Heirs ~ Like some 
13 Tattletale 52 Salad plant rugs 
11 Vetch 54 Wears 6 Indira's 
17 Moelem . away garb 
ruler . 55 Staggered . ? Ivan and. 
19 Vane 50 Jeer Peter 
direction 57 Passover "8 Siamese 
2O Nevada city ceremony coin 
9~ Woeful DOWN 9 Insults 
PA Nabeliov 1 Actress: 10 Nice 
heroine Imogene -- seasons 
27 Girl's 
salne 
29 Had on 
3~ Elmer 
Gantry 
creator 
35Dlvtston. 
word 
2o F, arr~g 
lniUeu 
37 Negative 
particle 
~8 Self 
46 Insect 
egp 
Average solution time: 22 z~.  
ISIEIAIMIS IF IL IY IO IN I  I I 
IAINITI I IDIOIEIMIOIOIDI 
IUINIE IVIEIXICIAININIYI  
IL IA IS lT IOIFBIF IOIYm 
~-~-L-AINIAIE[MIalOISISl 
ITIAIRISISIEIEIN mlE[NISI 
5-12 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
11 Withered 
I~ Conc0rde, 
for shert 
UGothrough 
the-- 
Sl SHppery nee 
Zl Solemn 
weeder 
PA " -- Lay 
Dy~l l .  
(Faulknor) 
Z5 Ruckus 
N Previous 
~S Judges 
M Grande, 
for one 
I IT~e gone 
(abbr.) 
UWbeelparr 
34 Allow 
s~ Po~essod 
41 Took the 
part of 
43 Secondhand 
43 Unit of land 
43 Being 
47 Annoy 
43 State 
43 Composer 
Rorem 
SlTo bat~ (L~) 
53 Born 
,,.: ", 
. 2 3 4 " 5''. ~.____~6 .' 7 8 : @.' 10 11 
, i ; : !  13 
~ 15" 
24 25 26 ~ ~ i 12s~ 30 31 
50 51 , ~52 53 
CRYPTOQUIP 5-12  
XS-TDRRZQ TRDXX QAJTZ  YDX 
SALXYS JZ  FsxL  TRDXXFDL 'ZX 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- OVEN-HOT POPOVERS 
SHORTENED PALLID APPETITE. 
Today's~yptoqulpelue: A equals U 
TIN ~ is a ~ple aub~tuUan e~ in widch .~  
le t~ used etusda fmr anot~. H you ildnk that X equals 0, it 
will equsl 0 throughout the ]xmde. SinSb letters, short wo~, 
and wards using an apostrophe can give y0u clues to locating 
voweb. Solutim ,is accomplbhed byIrlul'Md error. 
@lf~ Kl~ll'Futur~l Syndicate, Inc. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
~ l ~ i ~ ~ .  ~.~, .  F i lm O~ . • 
IN \ \~ I I I I I~ I  
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
the WIZARD OF ID 
y~JR NI~w l=~7('OSl~p 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
B.C. 
, i 
I~ c.z:~F f141~ AYe; ..... J 
, .  
i: 2 " " 
By Johnny Hart 
( ' - . . .2m2, ~ WAy'VVeFm~c.'F~zm(, uP .~ 
DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
